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ABSTRACT

Kumar, Satish, M.S.E., Purdue University, December, 2007. Electro-Thermal Transport
in Nanotube Based Composites for Macro-Electronic Applications. Major Professors:
Muhammad A. Alam and Jayathi Y. Murthy.
Dispersions of particles of different shapes and sizes in fluids or solids modify the
transport properties of the underlying matrix. A remarkable enhancement in the electrical,
thermal and other transport properties of the matrix due to the long aspect ratio
dispersions like nanotube/nanowires has been observed my many research groups. This
has motivated tremendous research to explore these composites for various macroelectronic and micro-electronic applications in the last decade. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs)
network based thin-film transistors (TFTs) promise improved performance for flexible
plastic electronics with potential applications in displays, e-paper, e-clothing, biochemical sensing, conformal radar, and others. A detailed theoretical and numerical
framework is required to understand the functioning of the CNT network transistors and
to interpret different experimental observations.
In the present work we develop a computational model based on the classical
transport equations to analyze the electro-thermal transport in isotropic 2D nanotube-net
(Nanonet) based TFTs. We represent the Nanonet as a simple, two-dimensional,
interpenetrating percolating network of metallic and semiconducting nanosticks. The
methodology couples the electrical and thermal transport in an efficient and selfconsistent manner. We show the effect of electro-thermal coupling on device
performance and explore temperature rise as a function of different parameters like
channel length (LC), network density (ρ), tube-to-substrate thermal conductance (BiS),
and tube-to-substrate thermal conductivity ratio.

xiv
We also analyze the electrical characteristics of CNTs based organic thin-filmtransistors. This technique relies on “doping” the organic host with metallic carbon
nanotubes to increase the transconductance (equivalently, reduce effective channel
length, Leff). Our analysis reproduces experimental characteristics and explains many
trends not understood through the experimental observations. We show that Leff scales as
a power-law of CNT-doping density and illustrate the importance of an active
subpercolating network of semiconducting-CNTs in an organic host. To explore the
viability and potential of this technology, we establish the upper limit of transistor-count
for an IC based on this technology as a function of ρ, on-current and circuit-failure
probability.
This work should be important both as a generalization of classical percolation
theory to heterogeneous multi-component percolation as well as theory development and
optimization of Nanonet transistors for flexible electronics.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 CNT Composites Based Thin Film Transistors
Depending on the performance and the area of application, a map of the existing
semiconductor industry can be drawn. The different regions of the map are dominated by
different type of materials, Fig.1.1. Two significantly different electronics area can be
clearly identified in this map: microelectronics [1,2] and macroelectronics [3,4].
Microelectronics is featured by small-footprint and high speed devices widely used in
desktop computers, laptops, servers, data centers and many other applications in the area
of computing and number-crunching. This area is dominated by single crystal Silicon
devices [5]. On the other hand macroelectroincs is featured by low performance and large
area applications such as displays, solar cells, bio-chemical sensors, conformal radars,
flexible and wearable electronics, e-paper, e-clothing [3,4,6,7,8,9] etc. The present day
macroelectronics market is based on amorphous silicon (a-Si) and organic
semiconductors which have very low mobility and hence very low performance [10,11].
Increasingly though, the interest is in pushing device frequencies into the 1-100 MHZ
range [12], and expanding the range of possible applications, including communication
and surveillance electronics used in military or aviation [12] etc. The research is driven to
improve the mobility of existing materials or to explore new materials which can push
this technology in high performance range.
In recent years, there has been growing interest in low-cost large-area
manufacture of thin film transistors (TFTs) on flexible substrates for various
macroelectronics applications with improved performance. As already mentioned, TFTs
based on the amorphous silicon (a-Si) now dominate the market for large-area flat-panel
displays [4,10]. When transistor performance is not critical, low-cost organic TFTs
(OTFT) on flexible, lightweight, plastic substrates [13,14,15,16,17] are emerging as an
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alternative in many non-display applications. For high performance and low cost
applications, however, the choices are limited: single crystal silicon based TFTs [18,19]
cannot be manufactured at low temperature (<200 C) and are therefore not suitable for
plastic substrates. Polysilicon (p-Si) TFTs have higher performance than a-Si TFTs, they
suffer from relatively high cost and device to device fluctuations due to grain boundary
problems. OTFT [11,20,21] with relatively low manufacturing cost is the alternative, but
they suffer from very low performance, durability (open vs. hermetic sealing), and
reliability issues [22].

As a result, researchers are exploring a new class of nano-

composite TFTs based on network of silicon nanowires (Si-NWs) or carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) [7,8,23]. The objective is to replace a-Si with a high conducting network of
CNTs or to dope the organic material in OTFTs with CNTs to improve the performance.
In CNT based TFTs , high-quality, nearly-crystalline CNTs are grown at high
temperature on a temporary substrate, then released from the temporary substrate into a
carrier fluid, and finally, the wire-saturated carrier fluid is spin-coated onto arbitrary
(flexible) substrates at room temperature to form a thin film of randomly-oriented NWs
or CNTs. Once the source/drain contacts are defined, this thin film of nearly crystalline
nanowires or nanotubes constitutes the high performance channel of a TFT, Fig. 1.2.
There are many other methods for CNT growth and their transfer to the final substrate to
form a percolating network as a channel region of the transistor. The network transistors
suggest the possibility of low voltage, highly reliable, high-speed flexible plastic
electronics with many potential applications [9].
On the other hand, if the transconductance (gm) of organic TFTs could be further
improved, the technology could potentially compete for applications currently based on
more-expensive amorphous-Si or poly-Si TFTs. Transconductance, gm, can be improved
either by enhancing in mobility (μ) (which is limited by extrinsic effects [20]), or by
decreasing the channel length (LC) (dictated by lithography). A novel approach involving
doping of the organic host with CNTs has recently been used to reduce LC that results in a
60-fold increase in gm with a negligible change in on-off ratio [20]. In this technique, the
majority of the current paths are formed by the network of CNTs, but short switchable
semiconducting links are required to complete the channel path from source to drain [20],
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effectively reducing the lithography-limited LC to electrically relevant, Leff. One of the
important advantages of this technique is that it provides an inexpensive printing
capability to get effectively lower LC (high gm) without requiring expensive, high
resolution lithographic techniques required for state-of-the-art silicon microelectronics
[20].
The performance of CNT based TFTs is dependent on many factors and it is
important to understand and control their effects for a systematic development of the
technology. Performance is strong function of stick density (ρ), channel length (LC), stick
length (Lt) stick alignment, electrical and thermal contact resistance between tubes and
the substrate [3,24]. The TFT composite is effectively two-dimensional as the CNTs are
dispersed in an approximately 2D planar network inside the composite. The percolation
and connectivity properties of 2D networks are substantially different from those of 3D
networks [24]. Furthermore, our interest is in composites in which the composite length
scale is comparable to the length of the tubes in it. The conductance properties of such
composites differ substantially from those of bulk 2D composites.
1.2 Background and Motivation
A typical nanotube bundle (NTB) TFT is shown in Fig. 1.2. Here, the network of
nanotubes used for the channel region is embedded in a substrate such as plastic, and is
covered with glass on one side and polymer on the other. The performance of these type
of transistors is dependent on the parameters like tube density, channel length, tube
length, distribution and orientation of tubes in the network. Moreover, unlike bulk
composites, source and drain may only be a few microns apart in typical
macroelectronics, and the channel length may be comparable to the length of the tube or
wire. The statistical, electrical, thermal and mechanical properties of such a network
transistor are not presently understood. Results from classical percolation theory
[25,26,27,28] and the geometry of Poisson tessellation [29,30] are relevant only for
infinite composite samples with perfect tube-to-tube coupling, and are not applicable to
the finite channel lengths found in TFTs. For finite channel lengths, classical percolation
theory cannot be employed. The conductance properties of the network must be evaluated
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using experiments or numerical calculation. There is a need to perform detailed
theoretical and numerical analyses in order to interpret experimental observations and to
relate these observations to the intuitive and predictable properties finite-size percolating
networks.
The transport analysis in these types of networks can be done either by top-down
[31,32] or bottom-up approach [3,33,34]. The top down approach assumes that composite
material used in the device is a homogeneous material and uses a square law theory for

I-V characteristics. For such a theory, one defines an μeff by calibrating the theoretical IV characteristics against available experimental data [35]. A temperature and bias
dependent effective mobility is used for considering all the non-idealities of the system.
Strong geometrical dependence of “intrinsic” device characteristics, i.e. dependence on

LC, Lt, density, distribution, make this approach un-fruitful to get physical insight of the
transistor. The bottom approach is a more powerful approach which consider all
properties of the network and able to characterize the device parameters and to explain
different experimental observations. A numerical method using bottom-up approach will
be computationally cumbersome and expensive, but very important to explore the physics
and provide a reliable prediction of the network behavior.
Despite many promising experimental demonstrations [7,8,36,37,38,39,40], a
number of puzzling technical difficulties have stymied the systematic development (and
eventual commercial adoption) of the technology. First, network transistors show poor
subthreshold characteristics (S=dVG/dlog(ID)) with values ranging from 800 mV/dec to
2500 mV/dec. For comparison, S~100 mV/dec for typical silicon CMOS transistors.
Second, the on/off ratio (R) of the on-current (Ion) and the off-current (Ioff) (Fig. 1.3)
appears to be an unknown (if not arbitrary) function of channel length (LC), tube length
(Lt) and the fraction of metallic tubes (fM=NM/(NM+NS) ) in the network. Without an
explicit functional specification of R (or of Ion and Ioff), it is difficult to compare results
from different research groups and it is impossible to optimize transistors for the design
of ICs containing millions of transistors. Third, it is well known that the on-off ratio of
transistors can be improved if metallic CNTs are selectively removed by electrical
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burning [2]. However, the mechanics of this electrical filtering remains so poorly
understood that the improvement of R for a given burn voltage is generally unpredictable.
Present day applications such as LCDs do not require cooling under normal
operating conditions because of the use of low-frequency refresh rates (kHz).
Increasingly though, the interest is in pushing TFT frequencies into the 1-100 MHZ range
[12], for applications such as conformal radar, etc., and in expanding the range of
possible applications. Thermal management is expected to become a severe bottleneck
for high performance nanonet TFTs in MHz range. An estimate of the pixel-level heat
flux may be estimated as approximately 1-5 W/cm2 for operation in the 10-100 MHZ
range. Self-heating could become a severe problem in the high frequency range,
especially if requirements for substrate flexibility preclude active cooling. This could
severely affect the device mobility and diminish performance, which may limit the
commercialization of these devices [41]. It is likely that thermal problems will prevent
the use of high-frequency TFTs unless care is taken to mitigate self-heating from the
earliest design stages. This necessitates the development of a coupled electro-thermal
transport model to analyze the heating effects on device performance and to predict the
changes required in design or underlying materials to make the technology viable.
An understanding of transistor behavior requires not only an understanding of the
properties of finite percolating networks, but also of electrical and thermal contact
resistance between the tubes and also between the tube and the substrate. The tube-totube electrical resistance determines the percolating conduction through the network and
definitely a very important factor to influence the device performance [3]. For some
special class of transistors (OTFTs) [20], tube-to-substrate electrical resistance also
becomes very important. These resistances are strongly dependent on the fabrication
process and very difficult to measure through classical characterization techniques. There
is need to perform a detailed comparative study of numerical and experimental
observations to properly understand and predict the value of these contact resistances
[42].
The removal of heat dissipation from the device strongly influence the electron
mobility and hence the electrical performance of the device. Heat removal from the
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device is strongly dependent on the thermal conductivity of the constituent materials and
also on the thermal contact resistance between them. It is believed that tube-to-tube
thermal resistance and tube-to-substrate thermal interfacial resistance are determining
factors for the low thermal characteristics of the CNT nano-composites [24]. Tube-totube contact resistance is of particular importance as a percolating network of CNTs may
be formed even at low volume fractions (~0.2%) due to their high aspect ratio [43].
However, the importance of tube-to-tube contact resistance is dependent on the ratio of
tube-to-substrate resistance and self-conductivity of the nanosticks. Most of the
theoretical/numerical studies for composite transport properties based on the Effective
Medium Approximation (EMA), Monte-Carlo simulations or scaling analysis do not
account for percolation properties of network. For TFTs applications, CNTs are
embedded in host substrate as a random or aligned percolating network. Free standing
CNTs have unusually high thermal conductivity (e.g., 3000 Wm-1 K-1), but when they are
randomly dispersed in the matrix the thermal conductivity of tubes could be much lower
due to the surface-scattering effects. The inter-dependence of electrical and thermal
transport problem requires a detailed physics-based self-consistent electro-thermal model
to investigate the transport in these devices.

1.3 Survey of Literature
1.3.1 Nanotube thin-film transistors
There are several experimental demonstrations of the fabrication of thin film
transistors. Snow et al. reported the fabrication of thin film transistors from the random
networks of single-walled carbon-nanotubes [7]. They reported the mobility and
conductance properties of CNT channels of varying lengths [7]. They also explored the
interfacial properties of CNTs for their specific application in chemical sensing
transistors and macroelectronic applications [25,44]. Menard et al. reported that nanoscale objects of single crystal silicon can be fabricated from silicon on insulator wafers,
which can then be used to fabricate thin film transistors on plastic substrates [8]. Zhou et
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al. demonstrated that an electrical breakdown procedure can be used to burn metallic
CNTs and to improve the on-off ratio of CNT-TFTs [39]. They reported that by spincoating the channel region, the operating mode of the transistor can be changed from ptype to n-type [39], which can then be used as building blocks for complex
complementary circuits. Hu et al. performed experiments to measure the sheet
conductance of a CNT network as a function of density and explored the percolating
properties of the network [40]. Their transmission measurements show that the CNT
network film can be used a transparent conductive coating [40]. Artukovic et al. reported
the fabrication of transparent and flexible transistors where both the bottom gate and the
conducting channel are made of carbon-nanotube network [45]. Fabrication of a planar
field effect transistor consisting of a large number of SWCNTs for short channel devices
has been reported by Seidel et al. [1]. They demonstrate that the on-current of the order of
several milliamperes and very high on-off ratio can be achieved using parallel CNTs.
Seidel et al. investigated the electronic breakdown and bias dependent conductance of
SWCNTs with different bandgaps. Their experiments are helpful in understanding the
breakdown behavior of nanotube transistors depending on the applied bias [2].
Recently, Jung et al. fabricated flexible composite structures using aligned
multiwall carbon nanotube arrays in a poly-dimethylsiloxane matrix which have
extremely flexible conducting structures with unique electromechanical properties. These
composites structures have robustness against high stress conditions and remain
electrically conducting under large strain. They are promising potential as strain and gas
sensors and flexible field-emission devices [46]. Kocabas et al. studied the transport
through the partially aligned films of SWNTs for TFTs applications both experimentally
and theoretically [47]. They performed a detailed analysis of transfer characteristics of
these TFTs with systematically varying degrees of alignment and coverage in the
transistors. Their analysis show that the coverage and alignment are correlated
phenomena and therefore should be simultaneously optimized. Their analysis also reveals
that perfect alignment is not optimal and would actually carry less current than slightly
nonaligned systems. Prof. Roger’s group has reported the fabrication of electronic
devices using dense and perfectly aligned arrays of long SWNTs which is like an
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effective thin-film semiconductor [9]. They show that the methodology is scalable and
suitable for integration into transistors and different classes of electronic devices. They
have obtained device-level mobilities of 1000 cm2/Vs, scaled transconductances of 3000
Sm-1 and current outputs of up to 1 A. They also implemented these transistors in
PMOS and CMOS logic gates using p and n-type SWNT arrays. These mechanically
flexible transistors on plastic represent a route to large-scale integrated nanotube
electronics.
1.3.2 Organic-polymer thin film transistors
The organic semiconductors have been studied since 1940s. Large volume of
publications exists regarding the experimental and theoretical studies on the organic
materials [11]. In spite of this analysis they had failed to have a significant practical
impact in optoelectronic applications until recently. In last decade there is remarkable
improvements

in

performance,

and

efficiency

of

organic

devices;

organic

electroluminescent diodes and OTFTs based on either small organic molecules or
conjugated polymers is demonstrated [11]. This opened the way to practical applications
for organic semiconductors and created a large interest in the industry. Drury et al.
reported the development of simple and potentially inexpensive technology based on the
fabrication of all polymer integrated circuit; the semiconducting, conducting and
insulating parts are all made of polymers [48]. They demonstrated a functional 15-bit
programmable code generator using this technology, whose circuits operate even if the
foils are sharply bent. This technology was inexpensive due to the limited number of
process steps. Sirringhaus et al. demonstrated the direct inkjet printing of complete
transistor circuits based on solution-processed polymer conductors, insulators, and
selforganizing semiconductors [49]. For the continuous manufacturing of all circuit
components they performed all printing steps in the same environment, which also
provide a new route to the low-cost fabrication of integrated circuits. They are able to
obtain high-resolution channel lengths using the substrate surface energy patterning.
Rogers et al. reported the fabrication of electronic devices on rugged lightweight plastics
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sheets [50]. They successfully integrated circuits with microencapsulated electrophoretic
inks to form sheets of electronic paper. These flexible electronic papers based on organic
active matrix backplane circuits make an emerging type of display. The important
features of their fabrication methodology were the flexibility of the patterning
procedures, high level of integration on plastic substrates, large area coverage, and good
performance of the transistors [50].
A detailed review on OTFTs is presented by Dimitrakopoulos and Malenfant in
2002 [11]. A description of different type organic materials used in OTFTs, various
fabrication methods, modeling techniques of these OTFTs and an insight into conduction
mechanism and performance characteristics are provided in this review. This helps to
predict the upper limit of performance of OTFTs and to gain a better understanding of the
underlying device physics. Blanchet et al. have shown that a nonlithographic technique,
thermal imaging, can be used for the fabrication of organic electronic devices [51]. This
method is capable of patterning a range of organic materials at high speed over large
areas with micron size resolution and excellent electrical performance. One of the major
advantages is that it avoids the solvent compatibility issues currently faced by alternative
techniques. They printed a large area (~4000 cm2) functioning active matrix backplane
display circuit using this technique, which has several thousand transistors.
Bo et al. demonstrated 60-fold increase in the mobility of the underlying organic
semiconductor by the dispersion of single-wall carbon nanotubes in the organic host [20].
They have exploited the physics of percolation to achieve an effective reduction in
channel length and thus increasing transconductance. In this CNT doped organic
transistor, majority of current paths between source and drain follow the metallic
nanotubes but require a short, switchable semiconducting link to complete the circuit.
The actual length of the source to drain distance in not reduced, but the effective
electrical channel length decreases by 60-fold and hence transconduatnce or effective
mobility increases by 60-fold. This provides an inexpensive manufacturing technique
using the commercially available printing techniques. They also demonstrated a two
orders of magnitude increase in the transconductance of organic transistor by assembling
bi-layers of pentacene onto random arrays of SWNTs [52]. Here switchable pentacene
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links complete the circuit from source to drain if SWNTs arrays are not connected at that
location. This enables the increase in the device transconductance without reduction in
the on/off ratio. Several research groups are working on CNT based OTFTs to understand
and control the fabrication and design of this promising technique for different electronic
technological applications.
1.3.3 Percolation properties of nanonets and nanocomposites
Percolation phenomenon is related with the sudden change in the behavior of the
system at a critical point for a specific property of the interest. This phenomenon can be
observed in a broad range of the applications, e.g. gelation of polymers, thermal critical
phenomenon during the phase change, porous rocks in the oil field, conductivity change
in the composites filled with particulates of different conductivity, etc. [28]. Due to the
sudden transition of the properties of the system at these critical points, it is great interest
both from physics and applications sides to understand the behavior of the system when it
approaches this critical point. This is the reason that percolation phenomenon of different
systems is extensively studied by the theoreticians and experimentalists for several
decades [28,53].
The start of the percolation theory is associated with the work by Broadbent and
Hammersley [28]. They have introduced this name and dealt this work more
mathematically using the probabilistic and the geometrical approach. After that a vast
literature on the percolation theory is published; the theory relates with the properties and
statistics of the clusters, finite size scaling theory, renormalization theory, etc. Many
analytical formulations are proposed to describe the properties of different systems of
different dimensions and sizes. However, the exact derivations for the properties and
behavior of the system at critical points are limited for few specific systems and
numerical formulations become essential to explore the percolation properties of complex
systems [28].
Percolation theory for different types of lattices and networks ranging from onedimension to multi-dimension has been studied extensively. Percolation phenomenon in
long aspect ratio networks, like fibers in both 3D and 2D are of interest of investigation
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and exploration for a long time. The 3D stick/fiber problem is of interest because of the
use of the long aspect ratio fibers as filler materials in different composites to improve its
properties [24]. The 2D stick percolation problem is similar to Buffon needle problem
[54], which involves dropping a needle on a lined sheet of paper and determining the
probability of the needle crossing one of the lines on the page. It is the first experiment
when geometry and probability were directly related; this remarkable result is related
with the value of π . The invention of the nanowires/ nanotubes and their exploration as a
conducting network of thin film for different electronic applications make the 2D stick
percolation problem very interesting and also necessitate for the development of a
detailed theory for engineering the electronic devices based on these nanonets [3,41].
The conducting properties of the nanonets at critical point is described in terms of
the network concentration or density and termed as percolation threshold density, ρth. The
conductance of these networks is described as σ ∝ ( ρ − ρth )γ Lη [28], where γ and η are

the exponents characterizing the system, ρ is the density and L is the size of the system.
The presence of heterogeneous network of CNTs (metallic, semiconducting, insulating)
in electronic devices, the dependence of the conducting properties on the orientation of
the network, size of the system and the influence of CNT-CNT and CNT-substrate
contact resistance on the transport properties make the percolation problem too complex
to be analyzed by pure theoretical means and need a detailed physics based numerical
model to incorporate the effect of all influential parameters [24].
Hu et al. fabricated ultrathin and uniform single-walled carbon nanotube networks
of varying densities by a vacuum filtration method and measured the sheet conductance
as a function of nanotube network density to analyze the 2D percolation behavior [40].
They measured the percolation threshold density and also the critical exponent ( γ =1.5)
for the conductivity. They observed that outside the percolation region network
conductivity shows a linear behavior. Kim et al. fabricated homogeneous epoxy
composites with SWNT dispersions for concentrations in the range of 0.01-0.21 wt%
using a high frequency sonication method [55]. They measured both direct current
conductivity and ac conductivity of composites for various mass fractions of SWNTs.
The observed percolation threshold ρth at 0.074 wt% of SWNT and the conductivity
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exponent γ is estimated as 1.3. Vigolo et al. performed experiments on carbon nanotubes
in an aqueous surfactant solution to explore the influence of attraction in lowering the
percolation threshold of the suspension [56]. They observed that small change in the
attraction between nanotubes by altering the interaction potential leads to significant
change in the percolation threshold density. This can explain the large variability of
experimental results in the literature dealing with the electrical behavior of composites
loaded with conducting rods and will help to achieve light and low-cost conductive
composites made of an insulating matrix loaded with conductive particles.
Computational modeling of percolation properties of networks made up of
different types of geometrical elements have long been of interest. These studies typically
do not include the substrate. Pike and Seager performed numerical studies based on
Monte-Carlo techniques to solve random lattice percolation models in 2-D and 3-D and
computed the critical volume fraction for rods to percolate [57]. Balberg and Binenbaum
further extended this work to explore the dependence of the percolation threshold of 2D
conducting sticks on the anisotropy of the macroscopic stick ensemble as well as on the
distribution of the stick’s length in the sample [58]. Their numerical analysis shows that
the percolation threshold always increases with the macroscopic anisotropy. The analysis
of conductive properties shows that conductivity is affected by anisotropy dependence of
percolation threshold and also by the anisotropy dependence of the critical exponent.
Niskanen and Alava presented a computational model for random fiber network on a
substrate to connect the relation between a real planar fiber networks to ideal planar 2D
fiber network [59]. Their model analyzes how 2D fiber network geometry goes to
transition to 3D fiber network geometry when coverage of fiber network on a flat
substrate is increased. This model is helpful in comparing the experimental results with
the theoretical and numerical results on the fiber networks.
Keblinski and Cleri studied the power law percolation exponents using the
Monte-Carlo method and analyzed the contact resistance effect for long-fiber networks
[60]. Foygel et al. analyzed the percolation threshold and critical exponents for 3-D CNT
networks using a computational model [61] and investigated electrical and thermal
conductivities. In recent work, Shenogina et al. explained the lack of a percolation
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threshold in the observed thermal conductivity of CNT composites using a unit-cell
thermal model in a finite element computation [62] including both tube and substrate.
Heat leakage along the lateral boundaries of the CNT was found to be the dominant heat
transfer mode for their application. Hu et al. identified different scaling regimes for the
estimation of conductivity of straight or coiled wires based suspensions as a function of
tube-to-substrate conductivity ratio, wire-length and their volume fraction [63]. However,
the assumption of weak conductivity of suspension-media and negligible interfacial
resistance between wires and suspension restricts the applicability of the model for
accurate predictions in all regimes. Berhan and Sastry performed Monte Carlo
simulations to compare the soft-core and the hard-core approaches to modeling
percolation onset in fiber network to explore the effect of penetration between the fibers
in their network [64]. They demonstrated that the error introduced by allowing the fibers
to intersect is non-negligible, and is a function of both aspect ratio and tunneling distance
between the fibers. They concluded that the hard-core model is more appropriate for
modeling percolation in nanotubes-reinforced composites. They also investigated the
effect of the waviness of the fibers on the onset of percolation in fiber reinforced
composites.
In this thesis or previously, we presented a computational diffusive-transport
model to explore the dependence of conductance on channel length for thin films made of
random percolating nanotubes. We analyze the geometry-dependent conductance
properties of this network for densities below, at or above the percolation threshold. For
transport in the tube, we consider both the ballistic limit, valid for channel lengths shorter
than or comparable to mean-free-path [3], as well as diffusive transport, valid for long
channel lengths or when substantial scattering with tube boundaries, tube-tube contacts
and with other carriers is present. The strength of tube-to-tube contact is allowed to vary
from non-interacting to perfectly contacting. Pimparkar et al. generalized the linear stick
percolation theory to nonlinear regime to find a universal scaling formula to compute the
ID-VD characteristics of nanonet-TFTs [34]. Their scaling formula implies that the
measurement of the full current–voltage characteristics of a single-TFT is sufficient to
predict the performance characteristics of any other transistor with arbitrary geometrical
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parameters and biasing conditions [34]. The model provides a theoretical framework to
interpret and organize experimental measurements from various research groups on
nanonet TFTs. They also presented an analytical model to predict the relation between
nanonet transistor characteristics and design parameters [65]. They simulated the
electrical burning process to burn the metallic tube inside the transistor as a function of
gate-voltage, channel length and the tube-densities [65] and predicted that how on-off
ratio and the on-current changes after burning metallic tubes.
1.3.4 Thermal and electrical contact properties

Another aspect that is of critical importance in understanding the behavior of
nanocomposites is the influence of tube-tube and tube-substrate thermal and electrical
contact. Many theoretical and numerical models have been reported to analyze the
contact properties between different materials. Thermal contact resistance at the interface
of two materials is known as the Kapitza resistance. When heat current is transported
across an interface between two dissimilar materials, a temperature discontinuity is
observed at the interface. This effect was first discussed in 1936 by Kurti, Rollin and
Simon [66], but first measured by Kapitza as temperature drop between liquid He and a
solid in 1941 [67]. Consequently this resistance is known as the Kapitza resistance, but
also referred to as the thermal boundary resistance (TBR). TBR is defined as the ratio of
the temperature discontinuity at the interface to the power flowing per unit area across the
interface. After the discovery of Kapitza resistance many theoretical models were
developed to analyze the heat transport mechanism across the interface and to compute
the TBR. These include the acoustic mismatch model (AMM) [68,69], the diffusive
mismatch model (DMM) [70], lattice dynamics models [71,72,73], atomic Green’s
function-based models [74,75,76] and molecular dynamics models [77,78,79]. All these
models focus on the thermal transport across the interface, which is assumed to be
exclusively due to the phonons. Thus, these analyses are valid for all non-metallic
materials, where the electronic contribution to thermal transport is negligible in
comparison to the phonon contribution.
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CNT-to-substrate interfacial thermal contact resistance is very influential for the
thermal transport properties of the composites and hence also significantly influence the
electrical performance of device based on the thin films of CNT-composites. There are
very limited experimental measurements or numerical models to predict this interfacial
thermal resistance. Huxtable et al. performed experiments on CNTs suspensions to
measure the interfacial conductance between the CNTs and surfactant micelles (sodium
dodecyl-sulphate) [80]. They measured the transient changes in the optical absorption of
CNTs, which are a result of temperature changes in the CNTs. Using the time constant
associated with the optical absorption decay and the heat capacity of the CNTs, they
computed the interfacial conductance (~12 MW/m2K). They also used classical MD
simulations to compute the interfacial conductance between the CNTs and hydrocarbon
(octane liquid) [77]. The MD simulations predict interfacial conductance twice of
experimental measurements. They speculate that a possible reason for the discrepancy is
the fact that in their classical MD simulations all phonons are excited at all temperatures,
while in the experiment a significant fraction of the modes is not excited because of
quantum effects. They also explored through their MD simulations the coupling between
CNTs and the surrounding fluid. They concluded that the two regions are coupled
through low frequency vibrational modes. To exchange heat, the high frequency phonon
modes of the CNT must transfer energy to low frequency modes before it can be
transmitted to the surrounding medium, leading to high interfacial resistance. The
specific transmissivity of the interface will depend on this type of mismatch between the
CNT and polymer substrate in our case, and remains to be investigated.
The thermal contact resistance between CNT-CNT or NW-NW is a very
important for the thermal transport in CNT/NW based composites or suspensions. We are
not aware of any experimental studies of CNT-CNT and Si NW-Si NW thermal contact
resistance. Maruyama et al. used MD simulations to compute the thermal boundary
resistance between a CNT surrounded by six other CNTs using the lumped capacitance
method [78]. They heated the central CNT and cooled the surrounding CNTs. By
measuring the transient temperature change of CNTs they computed the CNT-CNT
thermal resistance, and found it to be is of the order of 1.0x10-7 m2-K/W [78]. Recently,
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Zhong and Lukes considered heat transfer between CNTs using classical MD simulations
[79]. They estimated interfacial thermal transport between offset parallel single-wall
carbon nanotubes as a function of nanotube spacing, overlap, and length. They found a
four orders of magnitude reduction in interfacial thermal resistance as the nanotubes were
brought into intimate contact. A reduction was also found for longer nanotubes and for
nanotubes with increased overlap area.
Even though individual CNTs have outstanding electrical conductance, the high
electrical contact resistance between CNTs diminishes the current through the percolating
network. Improving the contact conductance between tubes could be very effective way
of getting a high drive current through the CNT network transistor, but an understanding
of atomistic contacts between two crossed tubes is still developing. Fuhrer et al.
fabricated a cross-junction of two single-walled carbon nanotubes to measure the
electrical contact conductance [81]. They found high contact conductance (~0.1e2/h)
between two metallic (M-M junction) or two semiconducting tubes (S-S junction), while
for an M-S junction, the semiconducting tube is depleted by the metallic tube, forming a
rectifying Schottky barrier. Park et al. reported that junction between two metallic CNTs
exhibits different behavior in different temperature ranges [82]. At high temperatures, the
crossed junction acts as a tunneling junction and its conductance shows a power-law
dependence on the temperature, while at low temperatures it exhibits behavior different
from the tunnel junction, suggesting the formation of localized states at the crossing.
Buldum et al. employed Landauer-B u&& ttiker formalism to calculate the conductance
resistance between carbon nanotubes. They demonstrated that the contact resistance can
vary by several orders of magnitude with atomic scale movements at the junction. The
computed contact resistance (90–360 K Ω ) at metal-metal cross junctions is in good
agreement with experimental observations [83]. They also performed MD simulations to
explore the effect of nanotube relaxation and nanotube surface adhesion on the transport
properties of the junction [84]. Dag et al. presented a numerical model to study the
parallel and crossed junctions of nanotubes as a function of applied uniaxial stress [85].
They analyzed the atomic and electronic structure, stability, and energetics of the
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junctions for different magnitudes of contact forces pressing the tubes towards each other
and hence inducing radial deformations.
1.4 Overview of Present Work

The objective of the present work is to develop a computational framework for
investigating the electro-thermal transport in nanonet TFTs. The developed model uses
percolation theory, drift-diffusion and Fourier-conduction equations to predict the
electrical/ thermal characteristics for nanonet TFTs. We analyze the performance of
OTFTs using the theory of heterogeneous 2D percolating networks of metalsemiconducting CNTs embedded in the organic host. We use self-consistent electrothermal model to predict the coupled electrical and thermal performance of nanonet
transistors, accounting for heat dissipation by current carrying nanotubes, and the
influence of self-heating on TFT electrical performance. The present framework for
computing transport properties and device characteristics is a useful tool for analysis,
design and development of TFTs for various macro-electronic applications.
We first present the effect of the CNT dispersion on the improved performance of
organic transistors. The performance of OTFTs is represented in terms of the effective
channel length (Leff) for different network densities (ρ). We represent the organic-CNT
network transistor (see Fig. 1.2) as a 2D percolating random network of nanotubes of
length Lt and diameter d dispersed in organic matrix of (geometrical) channel length LC
and channel width H. We validate the power law dependence of the density and effective
channel length (ρ-Leff) by experiments and numerical simulations. The computational
model is also used to illustrate the surprising role of semiconducting tubes in interpreting
some of the previously unexplained experimental features [42]. Finally, we calculate the
fluctuations in transistor performance as well as the probability of electrical short circuit
due to fluctuation in Leff as a function of ρ. Given an acceptable yield (e.g., 1-10%) and
minimum drive-current Ion, our analysis establishes the upper limit of the number of
transistor in an IC (Nmax) as a function of CNT density ρ.
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In this next step, we develop an efficient methodology to couple the electrical and
thermal transport in CNT network in a self-consistent manner for accurate predictions of
both electrical and thermal characteristics. We predict the non-uniform spatial
temperature distribution in the network which is very difficult to measure (specially for
short channel length devices) due to the limited spatial resolution available for the
temperature measurements. We show the effect of electro-thermal coupling on device
performance and temperature rise for different important parameters like channel length
(LC), network density (ρ), tube-to-substrate thermal conductance (BiS) and tube-tosubstrate thermal conductivity ratio (kt / kS). Finally, we also predict the requirement and
effect of the active cooling solutions, represented by the heat transfer coefficient, h, to
reduce the temperature and enhance the performance of device.
The overall organization of the thesis is now described. An analytical theory of
the conductivity of long aspect ratio suspension in a weakly conducting medium and
effective medium approximation based formulation for effective composite conductivity
are presented in the beginning of the Chapter 2. The second part of Chapter 2 presents the
general computational scheme employed to investigate the electro-thermal properties of
the composites. In Chapter 3, we present the electrical performance analysis of CNT
based OTFTs and in Chapter 4, details of the coupled electro-thermal analysis of the
CNT based transistors, the effect of heat dissipation on the device performance and the
effect of active cooling solution are presented.
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Figure 1.1: Performance ~ area map of semiconductor industry.
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of Thin-Film Transistor. Channel region is made of network of
CNTs. Source, Drain, Gate and Gate dielectric is shown. Channel length,
LC, width H and bias voltages are also shown.
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CHAPTER 2. THEORETICAL AND COMPUTATIONAL
METHODS
In this chapter, we describe the theoretical and numerical methods to compute the
effective transport properties in a nanotube composite and to analyze the electro-thermal
characteristics of the macroelectronic devices. At first, Ohm’s law based linear response
theory is presented to analyze the scaling regimes for the conductivity of composites
made of nanowires/ nanosticks suspended in poorly conducting medium. Then the
prediction of the effective thermal conductivity (keff) of 2D and 3D nanotube composites
based on the Maxwell-Garnett Effective Medium Approximation (MG-EMA) is
described. Next, we describe the computational method used to compute thermal and
electrical transport in a nanotube composite for macroelectronics applications. A finite
volume method is presented to solve the coupled electro-thermal transport for a random
network of tubes embedded in a substrate. Temperature and electrical potential are
treated in an analogous manner for linear regime of device operation, but non-linear
formulation for electrical transport is required for high bias operation. The method
described here forms the backbone of most the results presented in subsequent chapters.
2.1 Analytical Methods for the Effective Composite Conductivity

The transport properties of the composite are characterized by the properties of its
constituent materials, their mutual interaction and also on how they interact with the
underlying matrix. Several theoretical methods have been developed to quantify the
macroscopic properties of the composite materials in terms of the properties of the
constituent materials, their relative composition, the shape and the orientation of the
inclusions as well as on the contact resistance between the dispersions and the matrix.
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Using the concept of correlation length, different scaling regimes of macroscopic
transport properties for a composite material can be identified [63]. This analysis can be
further refined through the use of effective medium theory based on the Maxwell Garnett
Approximation [86] which predicts the conductance properties of dispersions of different
shapes and orientations (see Fig. 2.1 for the composite structure used in this study).
2.1.1 Scaling regimes for weakly conducting medium

Microscopic conductivity of composites made of nanowires/ nanosticks
suspended in poorly conducting medium can be studied using linear response theory. We
first analyze the theory for low volume fraction dispersions with density of wires less
than the percolation threshold and then it is extended for the wire-densities higher than
the percolation threshold [63]. Even below the percolation threshold the system can be
considered as the semi-dilute suspension where sufficient overlaps among the wires exist.
The scaling theory assumes that [63]: (i) the distribution of wires is isotropic, (ii) the
medium is poorly conducting, i.e., kt >> kS, but kS is not negligible and do effect the
conductance properties of composite, (iii) the interfacial resistance between the wire and
the medium is negligible, i.e., perfect contact between the wire and the medium is
assumed, and (iv) interaction between wires is negligible for densities below the
percolation threshold; above the percolation threshold if wires are interacting to each
other, they are assumed to be in perfect contact.
The analysis is developed using the concept of correlation length ( λ ) which can
be understood as the length scale of the one continuous stretch of current line in one wire.
The one current line in the system follows inside one wire for a long distance but in
between it can bridge to neighboring wires over a narrow gap in the medium (see Fig.
2.2). It is like one long stretch along one wire of length, λ , and relatively short switches
from wire to wire. The developed theory for effective conductivity is based on the linear
Ohm’s law and problem is equivalent to the determining the distribution of currents in the
network of resistors using Kirchoff’s law. In the present study the wires (radius a) are
assumed to be straight rather than coiled inside the underlying medium. The 3D system
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locally looks like a network of certain mesh size r. The volume of this mesh will be r3
and the volume of the wires in the mesh will be ra2. The ratio of wire volume to the mesh
volume gives the volume fraction of wires in the system, φ (=ra2/ r3=a2/ r2), which can be
used to find a relation for r as r ~ aφ −0.5 . The critical volume fraction or percolation
threshold density of the system scales as the inverse of the aspect ratio
(p= a / Lt ), φc ~ a / Lt [61]. For a semidilute system densities in the range of

a2
L2t

<φ <

a
Lt

is

considered [63].
Three separate scaling regimes of conductivity is identified which is indicated as
zones A, B and H in Fig. 2.3. The regime A, corresponds to the case when wire
conductivity, kt, is not significantly larger than the medium conductivity, kS. For this
regime the current has no incentive to be concentrated in the region of wire and flows
over all the medium; thus current lines between medium and wires can be thought of as
parallel lines. The conductivity of the medium in this regime can be approximated as keff
~ kS. The perturbation analysis can be used to get the bound of this region on a phase
diagram of S ~ φ , where S is kt/kS [63]. The perturbative corrections can be expressed as
keff ~ k S + (kt − k S )φ . Clearly this regime will continue as long as kt φ << k S ⇒ S << φ −1 .

The other regimes correspond to the case when wire conductivity is much higher
than the medium conductivity ( S >>1) such that most of the current is carried by the
wires. The conductivity analysis for this regime can be done in terms of the correlation
length, λ , which is treated as the variational parameter to do the formulations for the
conductivity. Two subcases exist for this case: one subcase is regime B (see Fig. 2.3),
which corresponds to the case when correlation length is less than the single wire length
but greater than the size of the mesh, i.e. r << λ << Lt and other case correspond to regime
H when λ ~ Lt . For regime B we can consider a cube of size λ , whose macroscopic
conductivity is same as that of the system, thus resistance of this cube can be expressed
as 1/ λkeff . The resistance of the cube can also be computed other way using Ohm’s law in

terms of the properties of the constituent resistive elements. The total numbers of the wire
crossing the cube can be estimated as n = λ 3 / λ r 2 = λ 2 / r 2 . The cube of size, λ , can be
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considered as constituted of n conducting channels where each channel is made of one
wire crossing the cube and the many parallel sleeves which connect one wire to another
wire (see Fig. 2.2). Here each sleeve can be considered as made of piece of wire dressed
with surrounding medium of radius 0.5r and volume λ r 2 . There will be λ / r such bridges
connected with the wire and each sleeve have resistance of r / kS r 2 = 1/ kS r . All these
sleeves are connected in the parallel, so the total resistance connecting the given wire is
(r / λ )(1/ k S r ) = 1/ k S λ . This resistance is connected in series with the wire, so that the total

resistance of one conducting channel is (1/ kS λ ) + (λ / a 2 kt ) , where the second term,

λ / a 2 kt , corresponds to the resistance of the wire of length λ . The representative resistive
network for one such channel is shown in Fig. 2.2b.There are λ 2 / r 2 such conducting
channels in parallel, so we can easily find the resistance of the cube and can equate it to
its resistance, 1/ λkeff . This gives the conductivity of the sample as

keff ~

a2 / r 2
(1/ k t ) + (a2 / k S λ 2 )

(2.1)

Analysis of Eq. 2.1 shows that as soon as λ exceed certain threshold, the second
term in the denominator of Eq. 2.1 become sub-dominant. After this threshold
value, λ > a(kt / kS )0.5 , the conductivity of sample can be expressed as: keff ~ ktφ (regime B,
see Fig. 2.3). The regime A and B cross over smoothly on the line, S = φ −1 . The
significance of the threshold value of the correlation length λ is clear from the method it
is derived. If we feed a current from a certain point in a wire, the current will flow
through the wire and will also leak through the medium. Due to the leakage into the
surrounding medium the current will decay exponentially along the wire and this decay
length is a(kt / kS )0.5 . This decay length is obtained by the condition that the resistance of
the wire of length λ is same as the resistance perpendicular to it.
The next regime H (see Fig. 2.3) arises because of the finite length of the wires
inside the composite which restricts the value of λ to Lt. By putting the value of λ as Lt
in its threshold value we can obtain the crossover from the regime B to regime H. This
happens at S = Lt2 / a 2 . In this regime the second term in the denominator of Eq. 2.1
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dominates when we put λ =Lt. This can be followed from values of S in this regime,
i.e., S > Lt2 / a 2 ⇒

kt
L2
a2
1
> 2t ⇒ < 2
kS
kt Lt k S
a

. Neglecting the first term in the denominator of Eq.

2.1, the effective conductivity can be written as: keff ~

a2 / r 2
(a

2

/ k S L2t )

=

a2 k S L2t

r

2

a

2

= φ L2t kS / a2 (see

Fig. 2.3). This macroscopic conductivity of composite is independent of the wire
conductivity kt as kt is so high that dominant resistance lies inside the gap between the
wires and kt stops mattering.
Formulation of macroscopic conductivity is different when the density of the
network is above the percolation threshold. For the regime A, as the tube conductivity is
not much higher than the matrix conductivity, the percolation does not help in improving
the conductivity, so the conductivity formulation remains same as before. When

S < l 2 / a 2 , the percolating network give no advantage over the conducting channels made
of wires and surrounding matter, so again the formulation in the regime B for S < l 2 / a 2
remains the same. In the regime B for S > l 2 / a 2 , the conductivity can be formulated based
on the network of parallel wires and using the formulation used before; the expression for
the conductivity can be derived as, keff ~ ktφ . Clearly effect of percolation is only
observed for the regime S > l 2 / a 2 ; in this regime when we stride from the low percolation
density to the high percolation density, conductivity changes from keff ~ φ L2t kS / a2 to

keff ~ ktφ . The details of all these regimes are depicted in the phase diagram of Fig. 2.3.
However, the predicted trend of linear response of conductivity above the percolation
threshold ( keff ~ ktφ ) is not compatible with the superlinear growth observed in the
experiments [63]. The assumption of perfect contact between touching wires and
neglecting the interfacial resistance at the interface of wires and substrate may be the
reason behind this discrepancy between the experimental and the theoretical results.
Table 2.1 summarizes the macroscopic conductivity for the different regimes analyzed
above.
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Table 2.1
Macroscopic conductivity of composite for different regimes.
Effective Conductivity (keff)

Regime
A

kS

B

ktφ

H

φ L2t kS / a2

2.1.2 Effective medium formulation

For low-density dispersions, the effective thermal conductivity (keff) can be
derived using the Maxwell-Garnett Effective Medium Approximation (EMA) [87]. Under
a low density approximation, the effect of tube-tube interaction is neglected. This
approximation not only ignores the indirect interaction of tubes through the substrate, but
also effectively neglects percolation effects in the tube network. However, tube to
substrate interaction is incorporated in the formulation, and this is a very significant
parameter in the calculation of keff of the composites [87]; this is not incorporated for the
formulation of macroscopic properties for different scaling regimes in the previous
section. The theory allows the inclusion of particle size effects on keff; these effects are
very important for a theoretical understanding of interfacial effects.
A formulation for the effective conductivity (keff) of nanotube composites based
on the Maxwell-Garnett Effective Medium Approximation (MG-EMA) is described in
[86,87,88]. A brief description of this formulation is provided here. For this formulation,
it is assumed that the material is statistically homogeneous, so that an ensemble average
can be replaced by spatial average. The heat flux J and temperature gradient E are related
as:
Ji = kEi

(2.2)

Taking the ensemble average over the Eq. (2.2), one can obtain
Ji = kEi = k * Ei

(2.3)
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In the above equation k* is the effective thermal conductivity of the composite. For a
composite medium with dispersions, the conductivity varies from one point to another
point inside the composite and can be expressed as k (r ) = ko + δ k (r ) , where ko is nonperturbation term representing the constant part of homogenous medium and δ k is a
perturbation term accounting for stochastic variations. Using this spatially variant
expression of local conductivity, the governing equation for the temperature can be
written as:
2
k0 ∂ T 2(r) + ∂ (δ k (r) ∂T (r) ) = 0

∂xi

∂xi

∂xi

(2.4)

The solution of temperature field can be obtained by introducing a Green’s function g(r),
which satisfies
2
k0 ∂ g (2r) + ∂(r) = 0

∂xi

(2.5)

Using the Green’s function approach, the solution can be written in operator notation

E = E0 + G∂kE

(2.6)

Here E0 represents the non-perturbed part of the temperature gradient and G is the
Green’s function operator which can be expressed in terms of the double derivatives of
the Green’s function g(r). Eq. (2.6) can be further simplified as:

E = E0 + G∂kE = E0 + G∂k (E0 + G∂kE) = E0 + G∂kE0 + G∂kG∂k (E0 + G∂kE)
= E0 + G (∂k + ∂kG∂k + ....)E0 = E0 + G (∂k + ∂kGT)E0 = E0 + GTE0 ;
(2.7)
T = ∂k + ∂kGT = ∂k (1+ GT)
Here, the T-matrix is the transition matrix for a single particle inside the composite. For
multiple particles (n in number) the perturbation in conductivity can be represented as:

∂k (r) = ∑ ∂k n (r) = ∑ ∂k n (r)∂n (r)
n

(2.8)

n

where ∂ n (r) =1 for r inside the particle n, and ∂ n (r) =0 otherwise.
Then the T-matrix for multiple particles can be written as:

T = ∑ ∂k n∂ n (r)(I + GT) =
n

∑ Tn + ∑ TnGTm + .....
n

m≠n

(2.9)
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The first term in Eq. (2.9) is the sum of the T matrices of n particles and the successive
terms represent the interaction between particles. An accurate calculation of T is a
formidable task. For simplicity of calculation, only the first term in the T-matrix is
considered and rest of the terms, which represent two-body, three-body and other multibody interactions, are neglected. The T-matrix for the nth particle can be defined as:

Tn =

∂k n∂ n (r)
I − ∂k nG∂ n (r)

(2.10)

Using Eq. (2.3), the effective thermal conductivity of the composite can be written as:

k* =
=

J
E

=

(k o + δk)E
(1+ GT)Eo

k o (1+ GT)Eo

+

(1 + GT)Eo

=

k o Eo + k oGTEo + δk(1 + GT)Eo
(1+ GT)Eo

T Eo
(1 + GT)Eo

= ko +

T Eo

(2.11)

(1+ GT)Eo

For different shapes of inclusions, the T and G matrix can be computed with some
approximations, and after performing the spatial average over the given orientation of
inclusions, the effective conductivity can be computed. For example, for ellipsoidal
inclusions:
Tij =

δ k nδ n
; G = -L ij / k o
δ ij + (L ijδ k/k o )

(2.12)

where L ij are the depolarization factors for the inclusion. Here, Tij is the (i,j) entry of Tmatrix. We define the material axis of the composite by x, y, and z, and the symmetry
axes of an ellipsoidal inclusion as 1, 2 and 3. The angle between the material axis x and
inclusion axis i is denoted by θi and the volume fraction of inclusions is f. Inserting Eq.
(2.12) in Eq. (2.11), the effective conductivity of composite can be computed, e.g., the
effective conductivity along material axis 1 can be written as:

βii k0 ρ (θ ) cos θi sin θ dθ dφ r dr
∫
f
f βii k0 cos 2 θi
∑
2
∑
i =1,2,3
∫ ρ (θ ) sin θ dθ dφ r dr
k x = k0 +
= k0 + i =1,2,3
2
2
1 − ∑ f βii Lii cos 2 θi
∫ Lii βii ρ (θ ) cos θi sin θ dθ dφ r dr
1− ∑ f
i =1,2,3
2
i =1,2,3
∫ ρ (θ ) sin θ dθ dφ r dr
2

2
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ρ (θ ) cos 2 θ sin θ dθ
kii − k0
∫
2
βii =
; cos θ =
k0 + Lii (kii − k0 )
∫ ρ (θ ) sin θ dθ

(2.13)

Here integration limits on θ and φ is [0 − π ] and [0 − 2π ] respectively.
Here, kii is the conductivity of the particle along the i axis and ρ (θ ) is the particulate
distribution function. It is important to notice that the effect of interfacial thermal
resistance between particles and matrix has not been incorporated in the above
formulation. However, this can be easily done by replacing kii terms in Eq. (2.13) by the
effective conductivity of the particle, considering the effect of thermal resistance. For
example, let us compute the effective conductivity for ellipsoidal inclusions. First, for
simplicity, we assume that the two axes of the ellipsoid are of equal length but smaller
than the third axis length, i.e. a1= a2 < a3. We then consider a unit ellipsoidal cell which
consists of a ellipsoidal particle with interface layer of thickness δ and conductivity kR.
Using the MG-EMA method described, above the effective conductivity kii along the
symmetric axes of this ellipsoidal unit cell can be written in terms of the particle
conductivity kt, the conductivity of the interface layer kR, the particle volume fraction v
and the depolarization factors Lii:
kii = k0 +

k R + Lii (kt − k R )(1 −ν ) +ν (kt − k R )
a12 a3
;v =
k R + Lii (kt − k R )(1 −ν )
(a1 + δ ) 2 (a3 + δ )

(2.14)

For ellipsoidal particles, Lii can be expressed as:
L11 = L11 =

a
p2
p
−
cosh −1 p; L33 = 1 − 2 L11; p = 3 > 1
2
2
1.5
a1
2( p − 1) 2( p − 1)

(2.15)

It can be assumed that the interfacial thermal resistance is concentrated in a layer of zero
thickness surrounding the particle and characterized by the Kapitza radius, aK. Using this
assumption and taking the limit of δ → 0 and conductivity kR → 0 , the Eq. (2.14) can be
expressed as :

kii =

kt
δ
; aK = RBD kS ; RBD = lim ( )
δ , k s →0 k
1 + (2 + 1/ p )(aK / a1 )( Lii kt / k S )
R

Here kS is the thermal conductivity of the substrate in which CNTs are dispersed.

(2.16)
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We now first consider the case of a 2D CNT composite in which CNTs are
randomly dispersed in a thin matrix in a single plane (macroelectronic applications). This
planar CNT network is isotropic in the x-y plane (see Fig. 2.1) and embedded in a
substrate of thickness t. For this case axis 3 represents the longitudinal axis of the CNT,
and axes 1 and 2 are the other two axes of the CNT. The planar CNT network makes an
angle of 90 degrees with respect to the z axis of the composite material (see Fig. 2.1).
Replacing k0 with kS in Eq. (2.13) and using Eq. (2.16) for the expression for kii (which
includes effect of interfacial thermal resistance), we can easily derive an expression for
keff in the lateral (x-y) plane of the 2D composite as:
k x = k y = kS

2 + f [ β11 (1 − L11 ) + β33 (1 − L33 )]
2 − f [ β11L11 + β33 L33 ]

(2.17)

For long aspect ratio CNTs, L11 = L22 = 0.5 and L33 = 0, so Eq. (2.17) can be further
simplified to:
k x = k y = kS

2 + f [0.55β11 + β33 ]
2 − f [0.5β11 ]

(2.18)

The kii terms in the expression for βii is given by:
k11 = k22 =

kt
kt
; k33 =
1 + (2aK kt / k S d )
1 + (2aK kt / k S Lt )

(2.19)

Here d is the diameter of CNT, i.e., d = a1= a2.
In 3D composite tubes are randomly oriented in the entire substrate and can
occupy any part of the 3-D substrate. These types of composites are commonly used in
thermal management applications or in high strength materials applications. For a random
orientation of tubes cos 2 θ = 1/ 3 . Substituting this in the thermal conductivity
expression Eq. (2.13), keff of composite can be written as:
kx = k y = kz = kS

3 + f [ 2 β 1 1 (1 − L1 1 ) + β 3 3 (1 − L 3 3 )]
3 − f [ 2 β 1 1 L1 1 + β 3 3 L 3 3 ]

(2.20)
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2.2 Numerical Method
2.2.1 Rod generation
The analytical formulation of the effective composite conductivity is based on
several assumptions which restrict their use for many real applications. Once the network
density crosses the percolation threshold, interacting tubes/wires may begin to dominate
the conductance properties and none of the theories described above can predict
conductance properties with reasonable accuracy. The numerical computation becomes
necessary for the further study of the transport behavior in such systems. In this section
a numerical method for analyzing transport in a percolating random network of nanotubes
or nanowires of length Lt and diameter d randomly dispersed in the mid-plane of a matrix
of thickness t is presented. Here, the nanotube network is essentially 2D, while the matrix
containing it is 3D. The geometry in the mid-plane is shown in Fig. 2.1. The domain is
assumed to be of height H, and the top and bottom boundaries are assumed periodic. The
channel length is LC. For LC<Lt some tubes would span the source-to-drain distance LC,
while others may not, depending on orientation.
The source, drain and channel regions in Fig. 1.2 are divided into finite
rectangular control volumes. A fixed probability p of a control volume originating a
nanotube is chosen a priori. A random number is picked from a uniform distribution and
compared with p. If it is less than p, a nanotube is originated from the control volume. A
length Lt is chosen for the source and drain region on either side of the channel for tube
generation purposes. This ensures that a tube that could penetrate the channel region
either from the left or the right is included in the simulations. The orientation of the tube
is also chosen from a uniform random number generator. Since the tube length is fixed at
Lt, all tubes may not span the channel region even for shorter channel lengths LC. Tubes
crossing the top and bottom boundaries are treated assuming translational periodicity;
that part of the tube crossing one of these boundaries reappears on the other side. Tubetube intersections are computed from this numerically generated random network and
stored for future use. The analysis is conducted only on the tubes that lie in the channel
region.
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2.2.2 Thermal transport
Though micro-scale heat transfer effects such as phonon ballistic transport and
confinement may be important in some regimes, boundary scattering effects are expected
to dominate in long tubes, and Fourier conduction may be assumed as a starting point,
albeit with a thermal conductivity that may differ significantly from bulk values. Using
the dimensionless variable θ=(T-Tinf)/(Q’dLt/kt) for the temperature and nondimensionalizing all lengths by the tube diameter d, the governing equations in the tubes
and substrate may be written as:

d 2θ i

d qi'
+
∑ Bic (θ j − θi ) + Bis (θ s − θi ) + L Q ' = 0
ds *2 intersecting tubes j
t
N tubes

∇ θ s + ∑ Bis β v (θ i − θ s ) = 0
*2

(2.21a)

(2.21b)

i =1

Here Tinf is the ambient temperature, qi' is the joule heating term inside the nanotube with
units of power per unit volume and Q’ is the reference power per unit volume which is
used for non-dimensionalizing the temperature term in the heat transport equation. Here,

θi (s*) is the non-dimensional temperature of the ith tube at the axial location s*, and
θs(x*,y*,z*) is the substrate temperature. Thermal contact between tubes i and j is
characterized by the contact Biot number BiC. Heat exchange between each tube and the
substrate is governed by the substrate Biot number BiS and the contact parameterβ.
In Eq. (2.21a), the summation term denotes heat exchange between tubes i and all
tubes j which have an intersection with it; the term is non-zero only at the point of
intersection. Similarly, in Eq. (2.21b), the summation terms denotes the volumetric source
due to tubes intersecting the substrate. The last term in Eq. (2.21a) corresponds to the
joule heating term due to the power dissipation by the electrical current in the nanotube.
The dimensionless parameters in these equations are defined as:

BiC =

⎛ A⎞k
hC PC d 2
h P d2
; BiS = S S ; β v = α v ⎜ ⎟ t
kt A
kt A
⎝ PS ⎠ k S
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Here, hC and hS are the heat transfer coefficients characterizing tube-to-tube and tube-tosubstrate contact, PC and PS are the corresponding contact perimeters, kt is the thermal
conductivity of the tube and A its cross-sectional area. The parameter βv characterizes the
contact geometry and αv is the contact area per unit volume of substrate. For low volume
fractions, a starting estimate for BiS may be computed assuming cylindrical wires in an
infinite medium [89]. BiC is more difficult to characterize and requires detailed contact
modeling such as that in [78,79]. Because of the uncertainty in these values, both are
treated as parameters in the present study. Additional dimensionless parameters
governing the problem are the conductivity ratio kS /kt, tube aspect ratio d/Lt, as well as
the geometric ratios LC /Lt, t /Lt and H/ Lt.
The probability p of nanotube origination, described previously, is related to the
tube density ρ ; the corresponding dimensionless parameter is ρ*, which is obtained by
normalizing with the percolation threshold ρth. The percolation threshold for the network
2

is estimated at the density ρth ~ 4.236 π Lt [57]; the factor of 4.2362 comes from the
2

numerical simulations. The thermal boundary conditions at composite faces and nanotube
ends are described for the relevant geometries in the results section.
The finite volume method [3] is used to solve the temperature field in the tubes
and the substrate. Each tube is divided into 1-D segments, and a control volume balance
is performed on each tube segment. Possible contact with other tubes is checked for each
segment. BiC is zero for the segment if there is no contact. Similarly, the substrate is
divided into 3-D control volumes, and a control volume balance is performed. Segments
of tubes located in each substrate control volume are identified and their heat exchange is
ascribed to the control volume to ensure conservation. Second-order accurate central
differencing is used for discretization. The discrete equations for all the tubes and the
substrate are solved sequentially and iteratively until convergence. For long channel
lengths and large numbers of tubes, the sequential solver eventually stalls due to the high
degree of coupling between tubes and also between the tubes and substrate. For these
situations, a direct sparse solver developed by Kundert [90] or that in UMFPACK [91]
are used to solve the resulting system of equations. Most of the results reported here are
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computed by taking an average over 100 random realizations of the network, though
more realizations are used for low densities and short channel lengths.

2.2.3 Electrical transport
In the linear regime (low bias), the equations for charge transport in a resistor are
analogous to the thermal transport equations in the Fourier conduction limit. In this limit,
drift-diffusion theory based on Kirchoff’s law may be used to compute the potential
distribution in the network, analogous to the temperature distribution. For electrical
transport, the θi term in Eq. (2.21a) now represents the dimensionless potential
distribution along the tube. The quantity cij (called BiC for the thermal simulation) is the
dimensionless charge-transfer coefficient between tubes i and j at their intersection point.
Only those segments with intersections with other tubes include the cij term in their
discretization. In the present analysis, channel length is greater than the mean free path of
electrons, so semiclassical transport theory (Poisson equations augmented by a driftdiffusion model) is used for the analysis [3,92]. The current along the tube is given
by J = q μ n(VG )

dφ (VDS )
. Using the continuity equation dJ/ds=0, the dimensionless
ds

potential distribution φi along tube i [3] is given by:
d 2φ
i + c (φ − φ ) = 0 .
ij j i
ds 2

(2.22a)

Here s is the length along the tube (normalized to grid spacing) and cij=G0/G1(n) where
G0 and G1 are the mutual and self-conductance of the tubes, respectively.
The above formulation of electrical transport is only for the pure network of
nanotubes. For CNT doped OTFTs, underlying organic material also conduct with a
semiconducting behavior and also interact with the CNTs embedded inside the organic
material. For this case it is required to account for the charge transfer to intersecting tubes
as well as to the substrate. To consider the charge transport in these materials, the
dimensionless potential distribution φi along tube i, as well the three-dimensional
potential field in the substrate can be given by:
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d 2φ
i+
∑ c (φ − φ ) + dis (φs − φi ) = 0
ds*2 intersecting tubes j ij j i
N tubes

∇*2φs + ∑ dis β v
i =1

σt
(φ − φ ) = 0
σs i s

(2.23a)
(2.23b)

Here, dis in the last term of Eq. (2.23a) represents the dimensionless charge-transfer
coefficient between the tube and the substrate. The tube to substrate electrical
conductivity ratio is σt/σs. The geometric parameter βv is given by βv = α v At / Ps , where

αv is the contact area of the tube per unit volume of the substrate, At is tube cross-section
area and Ps is tube perimeter.
For computing voltage distribution, boundary conditions φi =1.0 and φi =0 are
applied to the tube tips embedded in the source and drain regions respectively. Similarly,
for the organic substrate, φs =1.0 and φs =0 are applied at the source and drain ends
respectively. The boundaries, y* =0 and y* = H/d, are assumed as periodic boundaries for
both substrate and tubes (see Fig. 1.2 and Fig. 2.1). As before, the problem is solved
numerically using the finite volume method [3]. Transport through the insulating gate
substrate is assumed to be negligible. This computation of voltage distribution is only
valid for linear regime (~ low VDS).
In the non-linear regime (high VDS and VGS) the above formulation does not apply as
the charge concentration in the network is non-uniform along the channel and is biasdependent. For the non-linear regime drift-diffusion equations and Poisson’s equations
need to be solved self-consistently to get the electrical characteristics of the device. A
detailed description of the non-linear formulation can be found in the preliminary report
by Pimparkar, N. [93].

2.2.4 Coupled electro-thermal transport
We consider the electro-thermal transport in a pixel of a standard laptop which is
controlled by a single transistor made of CNT network [94] (see details of the geometry
and boundary conditions in Fig. 4.1). The thermal dissipation raises the temperature of
the device which reduces the electron mobility and hence the drive current of the device.
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We solve the thermal transport and electrical transport in these networks in the selfconsistent manner using the thermal and electrical transport models described in the
above sections. We use an electrical-field and temperature-dependent mobility model;
mobility is given as [95] :

μ − 1 = μ 0− 1 + v s− 1 E ; μ 0 = 12000 cm 2 / Vs × (300 K / T ) × ( d / 1nm ) 2.26 (2.24)
here vs is the saturation velocity and E is the electric field. Spatial power in the CNT
segments is computed by using P=J.E (J and E are current and electric field vectors),
which is used as a Joule-heating term for the thermal simulation. The device and thermal
simulations are performed in an iterative loop at each bias voltage until convergence is
achieved. Convergence is achieved when the norm of the temperature difference between
two successive iterations is less than a fixed threshold value. The further details of the
methodology and results of the self-consistent model for display application is presented
in Chapter 4.

2.3 Comparison between Analytical and Numerical Methods
We compare the effective conductivity (keff) of composite calculated by the
analytical and numerical methods for a range of tube-to-substrate conductivity ratios and
for a wire-density below the percolation threshold. Comparison is done for keff of
composites calculated by linear response theory, EMA and numerical method in three
different scaling regimes: A, B and H (see section 2.1). Fig. 2.4 shows the normalized
effective conductivity (keff/kS) against the normalized tube conductivity S =kt/kS for
volume fraction, φ = 0.05% and aspect ratio, p = Lt / a = 500 . This volume fraction
corresponds to the half of the percolation threshold density of wires at chosen aspect
ratio. The EMA predictions of keff is presented for two different values of BiS=10; 10-1;
BiS=10 corresponds to the case of perfect contact between the wire/tube and the substrate,
while BiS=10-1 represents small resistance between the wire and the substrate.
Computational results corresponding to perfect contact (BiS=10) between the wire and
the substrate. In the regime A, the normalized wire conductivity, S, take the values in the
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range of

k
1
1 < S = t < ~ 2 ×103 ,
kS φ

and keff ~ kS (see section 2.1). Prediction by both

analytical theories and numerically computed results are in excellent agreement with each
other in this regime, Fig. 2.4. The regime B corresponds to the range,
k
= 2 × 103 < t < p 2 ~ 2.5 × 105 . In this regime, EMA predictions and numerically
φ
kS
1

computed results for BiS=10 are in excellent agreement with each other. The linear
response theory prediction of keff does not match exactly with the EMA or numerical
results, but provides a good asymptote for the predictions of keff, Fig. 2.4. The third
regime, H, corresponds to the kt > p 2 ~ 2.5 ×105 and keff ~ φ p 2 kS ; this regime is realized
kS

when conductivity of composite become independent of the wire conductivity kt. This
happens as kt is so high that dominant resistance lies inside the gap between the wires and
kt stops mattering. If we assume the perfect contact between the wire and the substrate in
this regime (BiS=10) for EMA calculations or computational simulations, then the
effective conductivity of composite do not saturate with increasing values of kt.
Consequently, EMA predictions and linear response theory do not agree with each other,
Fig. 2.4. To realize the resistance of the substrate, we put small resistance between the
wire and the substrate by decreasing the wire-to-substrate conductance value to BiS=10-1.
For this value of conductance, the predicted conductivity by linear response theory
provides a good asymptote for EMA results, Fig. 2.4. Even though linear responds theory
is based on simple Kirchoff’s resistance network, it provides a good estimate of keff in all
the regimes of S = kt / k S . Analytical theories provides good estimate of keff for densities
below the percolation threshold, but once the wire/tube density will be increased beyond
the percolation threshold density, only computational method will give the reliable
results.

2.4 Closure
In this chapter, we have introduced the linear response theory to analyze the
scaling regimes for the macroscopic conductivity of the composites made of nanowires/
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nanosticks [63]. Maxwell-Garnett effective medium approximation [86,87] is presented
to predict the effective conductivity of both 2D and 3D nanotube composites. Governing
equations for the thermal and charge transport in nanotube composites is also presented.
For the numerical formulation in linear regime, Fourier and drift diffusion equations are
assumed to hold in both the network and the substrate under the assumption that transport
is scattering dominated. A 2D random network of the required density is generated
numerically and embedded in the substrate. A finite volume method is used to obtain the
coupled thermal field in the tube network and the substrate. For the non-linear charge
transport a theory developed in [93] is used. The technique described here is used in
subsequent chapters to explore the electrical transfer characteristics of organic nanonet
thin film transistors and also to analyze the effect of heat dissipation on the device
performance for display applications.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of two-dimensional CNT composite. CNTs are randomly
dispersed on the center plane. Geometric parameters LC, H and t are shown.
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1/ kS r
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Figure 2.2: (a) A suspension of wires in the matrix. Correlation length λ , wire radius a
and mesh size of the network is r. Shadowed conducting channel of length λ is also
shown. (b) A resistance network for a conducting channel in a cube of size λ . The
channel consists of a wire crossing the cube and many parallel sleeves which connect this
wire to other wires. The resistance of wire and sleeves are also shown.
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S= kt/kS

keff ~ φ kt

H
Lt2/a2

B

S= φ

A
keff ~ k S

1
a2/Lt2

keff ~ φL2t kS / a2

a/L

−1

φ

Figure 2.3: Scaling regimes of effective conductivity (keff) for straight wires are shown
on the phase diagram of S ~ φ , where S is wire-to-substrate conductivity ratio kt/kS and
φ ~ a / Lt is the volume fraction of wires inside the substrate. Both S and φ ~ a / Lt axes
are in the logarithmic scale. Different lines in the phase diagram represent the crossover
between scaling regimes. The onset of percolation in the wire network is represented by
the wide arrow line. The effective conductivities (keff) in different regimes are also
shown.
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CHAPTER 3. PERFORMANCE OF CARBON NANOTUBE
DISPERSED ORGANIC THIN FILM TRANSISTORS
Experimental fabrication method to modify the performance of organic thin film
transistors by doping it with carbon nanotubes has been reported recently [20]. In this
chapter, we present the analysis of electrical transport in these transistors using the
numerical methodology presented in Chapter 2. Our results are based on extensive
computational simulations to analyze the performance of these transistors using the
theory of heterogeneous 2D percolating networks of metal-semiconducting CNTs
embedded in the organic host. We first reproduce the experimental characteristics using
our numerical model for different doping densities and channel lengths. Then, we show
that effective channel length (Leff) of these transistors scales as a power-law of CNTdoping density (ρ). We also illustrate the importance of an active subpercolating network
of semiconducting-CNTs in an organic host, and finally establishes the upper limit of
transistor-count for an IC based on this technology as a function of ρ, on-current (Ion) and
circuit-failure probability (F).
3.1 Statistical Shortening of the Channel Length

Organic thin-film transistors (OTFTs) has been subject of intense research for
possible applications in electronics displays, sensors, RF-ID tags, etc [11,13,20,22]. If the
transconductance (gm) of organic TFTs could be further improved, the technology could
potentially compete for applications currently based on more-expensive amorphous-Si or
poly-Si TFTs. Transconductance can be improved either by enhancing mobility (μ)
(which is limited by extrinsic effects [20]), or by decreasing the channel length (LC)
(dictated by lithography). An approach involving modifying the transconductance of an
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organic host with CNTs has recently been proposed. A 60-fold decrease in LC is observed
that results in a similar increase in gm with a negligible change in on-off ratio [20]. In this
technique, the majority of the current paths are formed by the network of CNTs, but short
switchable semiconducting links are required to complete the channel path from source to
drain [20], effectively reducing the lithography-limited LC to the electrically relevant, Leff.
One of the important advantages of this technique is that it provides an inexpensive
printing capability to get effectively lower LC (high gm) without requiring expensive, high
resolution lithographic techniques required for state-of-the-art silicon microelectronics
[20]. The transport properties of this CNT-organic matrix composite are controlled by the
statistical properties of the embedded heterogeneous CNT network and its interaction
with the organic matrix. Organic thin-film network transistor with channel length LC,
channel width H, individual tube length Lt, source (S), drain (D), and gate (G) are
indicated in Fig. 1a.
To illustrate the basic technique, we first compute the voltage distribution inside
the organic matrix and the CNT network for LC=10 μm, Lt=1 μm, H=4 μm, VDS= -10 V,
and VGS= -100 V using the numerical model presented in Chapter 2 (Eq. (2.23)) [42].
Voltage contour plots are shown in Fig. 3.1 to visualize the CNT-organic interaction. As a
first illustration, we only disperse metallic CNTs with ρ =5.0 μm-2 <ρth for metallic
percolation [57]. The interconnected cluster of metallic CNTs at the left and right of the
black curve (drawn manually to show disconnection in CNT clusters) in Fig. 3.1a are
electrically isolated such that charge can flow from the left island to the right only
through the switchable stretches of semiconducting organic-matrix (hypothesis proposed
in [20]). As a result, there is large voltage drop in the low-mobility organic matrix around
this region, as shown in Fig. 1b. The potential contour distribution in Fig. 3.1b
corresponds to X-Y cross section through the organic substrate of the TFT in which the
networks of CNTs are embedded. This interpretation of ‘statistical shortening’ of the
channel by CNT ‘doping’ of the organic host is consistent with the hypothesis proposed
in [20]. This reduction in the channel length, Leff, depends on the sample because the
geometry of metallic clusters is sample-specific. For low network densities (ρ=1.0 μm-2),
the voltage contours in the substrate are much less distorted. It can be clearly observed
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from the potential contours in the substrate for low density dispersion, Fig. 3.1c. The
voltage varies approximately linearly from source to drain for this low density of CNTs in
the organic host, Fig. 3.1c.
3.2 Role of Semiconducting Carbon Nanotubes

Although our

initial numerical model with only metallic CNT-dispersions

validates the general assertion in [20], there is an anomalous jump in the IDS - VGS curve
along the VGS axis for 0.5 % volume fraction of CNTs (see Fig. 1b, [20]) which is not
properly understood within this framework. We now calculate the IDS - VGS characteristics
of

the organic TFT device in [20] with a realistic heterogeneous network of

semiconducting-metallic tubes (2:1 ratio) dispersed in an organic matrix to show that this
anomalous shift in IDS - VGS curve is a consequence of the formation of a parallel subpercolating network of semiconducting CNTs inside the organic matrix. This ratio of
semiconducting-metallic tubes (2:1 ratio) is considered on the basis of previously
observed percentage of metallic tubes during the growth of the CNTs [7,39].
The device parameters LC=20 μm, Lt=1 μm, and VDS=-10 V are chosen to match
those in the experiments in [20]. The concentration of doped CNTs in reference [20] is
presented in terms of the volume fraction, while our numerical method considers tubeconcentration in terms of the network density. To interpret the experimental results
consistently with our numerical methodology, it is important to derive a conversion
scheme between these two different methods of representing the tube-concentration. We
use percolation theory to obtain this conversion factor. It has been reported in [20] that
transistors get shorted at 1% volume fraction of CNT or greater, implying that metallic
CNTs begin to percolate at this volume fraction. From [42], the percolation threshold for
2
the CNT network is given by ρ th = 4 .2 3 26 = 5.7 μm-2 using an average tube length of

π Lt

1 μm [20]. Accounting for the fact that one-third of the CNTs are metallic, the total
density ρ of the CNTs at 1% volume fraction may be computed as ρ = 3x5.7 ~ 17.1 μm-2.
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Using this conversion, the volume fraction data in [20] may be consistently converted
into the area density ρ needed for our computation.
Charge transfer coefficients cij = 10-4 and dis = 10-4 are assumed to compare the
numerical data against the experimental measurements of IDS - VGS curve. It is observed
that with one set of these values of cij and dis, the experimental measurement of all IDS VGS curve can be well interpreted by our numerical predictions. These non-dimensional
values of contact parameters correspond to poor electrical contact conductance between
tube-tube and tube-substrate. The electrical conductivity ratio, σt/σs, for metallic CNTs in
the on-state (VGS = -100V) is taken as 5.0x104, while that for semiconducting CNTs is
5.0x103 [2]. The metallic-CNT conductivity is assumed constant with VGS, while the rolloff in the conductivity of semiconducting CNTs and the organic- matrix with VGS is
obtained from the experimental IDS - VGS curves (0.5% and 0% volume fraction curves) in
Fig. 1b of [20]. Fig. 3.2 shows that numerical results agree well with experiments over
the entire range of tube densities (1.5-17 μm-2). The shift in the IDS - VGS curves due to the
start of semiconducting-CNT percolation for CNT volume >0.2% is shown by the dashed
line in Fig. 3.2. The anomalous shift of IDS - VGS curves are properly captured by our
numerical simulations, Fig. 3.2. The CNT volume fraction of 0.2% corresponds to the
network density below the percolation threshold, while CNT volume fraction of 0.5 %
corresponds to the network density above the percolation threshold. The anomalous shift
of the IDS ~VGS curve along the positive VGS axis for the CNT volume fraction of 0.5 % is
result of the formation of percolating network of CNTs inside the organic host. However,
at this onset of percolation only 1/3rd of the tubes are metallic, so the device do not get
shorted by the metallic tubes and semiconducting tubes dominate the behavior of the
network; this is reflected in the shift of the IDS ~VGS curve in Fig. 3.2 as the network of
percolating tubes significantly change the electrical characteristics of the organic
transistor. This confirms that semiconducting CNTs are active elements of this organic
TFT device [42].
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3.3 Scaling of Effective Channel Length with Tube Density

Dispersion of carbon nanotubes increase the transconductance or, equivalently,
reduce the effective channel length (Leff). Since the performance of the organic transistor
depends on gm (~ 1/Leff), optimization and circuit design with these novel CNT-doped
organic-TFTs requires explicit specification of Leff as a function of ρ. We obtain the
experimental data of on-current (Ion) for OTFTs made of polythiopene (P3HT) organic
semiconductor with dispersion of CNTs in different volume fractions from our
collaborators at Dupont Technology (for fabrication details, see [20]). The dimensions of
the channel corresponds to Lt=1 μm , LC=20 μm and H=200 μm and Ion is measured at
VGS = -100 V.
The density of the CNT network (ρ) in these OTFTs is measured using atomic
force microscope (AFM). Fig. 3.3 shows that for reasonably high densities (ρ >3 μm-2), a
power-law dependence of Leff on ρ is observed with a power-exponent of 1.53 i.e., Leff ~ρ
-1.53

. Our numerical simulations with similar device parameters (LC=20 μm, Lt=1 μm, and

VDS=-10 V) and based on the average of 200 samples, show similar power-law behavior
and have excellent agreement with the experimental power-exponent (<1% variation),
Fig. 3.3.
3.4 Circuit Implication

To

use

these

organic

transistors

as

circuit

elements

for

large-area

macroelectronics applications, it is important to analyze the fluctuation of transistor
performance across an ensemble of CNT-dispersed organic transistors nominally at the
same average concentration. We analyze the statistical fluctuation by computing Leff /LC
over 200 different random ensembles of the CNT-organic transistor for different ρ (117 μ m −2 ), Fig. 3.3. The error-bars in Fig. 3.3 reflect the statistical measure of the
variation across the ensemble at a particular density of CNT dispersion. It can be clearly
observed that the error bar is low at low densities and high densities of dispersions and
attain its maximum at medium densities. At low densities the effect of dispersion on
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transistor performance is very less, so the fluctuation across an ensemble of samples is
very less. On the other hand at high densities the network become uniform and
fluctuation from sample to sample reduces, which is reflected in the reduced error bar at
high densities (ρ ∼-17 μ m −2 ) in Fig. 3.3. The maximum fluctuation in Leff for the present
set of simulations is observed at density close to 5−6 μ m −2 . This analysis on the
fluctuation of device performance will provide good insight in the future design and the
experimentation of these OTFTs for technological applications.
When the density of CNT network inside the OTFT channel is increased, the
number of metallic tubes inside the channel also increases. The metallic tubes behave like
a conducting material even when the transistor is in off-state and the off current (Ioff) of
the transistor can rise higher than the acceptable values for circuit applications. As a
general rule, normalized Ion increases and normalized fluctuation in performance
decreases with higher ρ and both are desirable features for high performance ICs.
However, the formation of metallic pathways from source to drain with increasing ρ is
not a favorable feature for the transistor operation. It become very important to determine
the probability of an electrical short-circuit (by metallic tubes) as a function of CNT
density for given parameters of transistor, so that one can optimize ρ of the transistor for
the circuit applications.
We analyze the statistical fluctuation in electrical short-circuit over random
ensembles of the CNT-organic transistor for different ρ (1-17 μ m −2 ) [42]. By
determining the ratio of transistors, f, above the metallic-percolative threshold based on
an ensemble of 4000 random samples, we analyze a relation between the circuit failure
probability, F, and the maximum number, n, of the transistors that can be used in the
circuit. The relation among F, n and the percentage of failed transistors, f, (due to
electrical short-circuit by metallic tubes) can be given as 1-F=(1-f) n. Our analysis shows
that circuit failure probability, F, increases dramatically at higher densities, Fig. 3.4. Here
F is fixed by yield target and f is simulated to infer n. Number of transistors in the circuit
against ρ for F=1% and 10% is shown in Fig. 3.4 (left side). Normalized on-current of
the transistor against ρ is also shown in Fig. 3.4 (right side) for the parameters, VGS = -
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100 V, Lt=1 μm , LC=20 μm and H=200 μm . We also calculated a projection of the
maximum number of transistors, n, for a fixed circuit failure probability, F, for low
densities (ρ <10 μm-2) based on the simulated results at high densities (ρ >10 μm-2). The
projections for n are shown by dashed lines in Fig. 3.4. We found an exponential relation
between n ~ e−1.46 ρ at ρ >10 μm-2. It is obvious that one can never use network-densities
close to metallic percolation threshold; rather one have to rely on low CNT dispersion
density to avoid the failure of the circuit by metallic-CNT short circuit [43]. This
opposing trend of transistor count n and drive-current Ion (see Fig. 3.4) with respect to ρ
defines the essence of the optimization issue for CNT-doped organic transistors.
3.5 Closure

In this chapter, we explored the performance of organic transistors with a randomly
dispersed CNT network by a computational diffusive-transport model. A power-law
behavior for Leff against ρ is observed both from the numerical model and experimental
measurements. Computational analysis establishes the importance of active subpercolating networks of semiconducting CNTs. We also predicted the relation between
the maximum number of transistors which can be used in a given circuit and the density
of the network such that a failure probability of circuit is less than a predetermined value.
The present framework for analyzing optimum ρ based on Ion, failure probability, and
performance fluctuation will useful in the analysis, optimization and development of
future organic electronics. Furthermore, the model can easily be extended to predict the
thermal, magnetic and other macroscopic transport properties of CNT-matrix mixtures
[42,43] or other long-aspect ratio suspensions (DNA) used in a wide range of applications
[42,63]. In the next chapter, we will analyze what is the effect of thermal dissipation on
the device performance using a self-consistent electro-thermal model.
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Figure 3.1: An organic thin-film network transistor with channel length LC, channel
width H, and individual tube length Lt. Source (S), drain (D), and gate (G) are also
indicated. The cluster of nanotubes on the left and right side of the black curve are not
connected. The potential distribution in the CNT network is also shown. (b) X-Y cross
section through the organic substrate of the TFT in Fig. 1a showing contours of potential
distribution. Lt=1 μm , LC=10 μm , H=4 μm and ρ =5 μm-2. (c) X-Y cross section through
the organic substrate of the TFT showing contours of potential distribution. Lt=1 μm ,
LC=10 μm , H=4 μm and ρ =1μm-2[42].
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shift

Figure 3.2: Computed IDS -VGS at VDS = -10 V for different CNT densities (ρ ~1-17 μm-2)
is compared with experimental results in [1]. The volume % of CNT dispersions used in
the experiments and the corresponding network density (ρ ~ μm-2) used in the
computations are shown. Lt=1 μm , LC=20 μm and H=200 μm . The shift in the IDS - VGS
curves due to the start of semiconducting-CNT percolation for CNT volume % > 0.2% is
shown by the dashed line [42].
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Figure 3.3: Effective reduction in channel length (Leff) against density (ρ) for gate
voltage VGS = -100 V. The power law exponents (m) for high-density CNT dispersions
are also shown. The error-bars reflect the statistical measure of the variation across the
ensemble. Lt=1 μm , LC=20 μm and H=200 μm [42].
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Figure 3.4: No. of transistors in the circuit against ρ for F=1% and 10% (left side).
Normalized on-current of the transistor against ρ (right side). VGS = -100 V. Lt=1 μm ,
LC=20 μm and H=200 μm . For ρ <10 μm-2, the projections for n are shown by dashed
lines [42].
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CHAPTER 4. SELF CONSISTENT ELECTRO-THERMAL
ANALYSIS OF CARBON NANOTUBE TRANSISTORS
In this chapter, we analyze the electrical and thermal performance of an electronic display
using a self-consistent electro-thermal transport model presented in Chapter 2. We
analyze the heating effects on device performance which could be helpful to predict the
changes required in design or underlying materials to make the CNT-TFT technology
viable for flexible electronic applications. We first present the geometry and boundary
conditions for a periodic module of a pixel in a display application. We then predict the
non-uniform spatial temperature distribution in the nanotube network which is difficult to
measure experimentally for devices with short channel-length. We then show the effect
of electro-thermal coupling on device performance and temperature rise for different
important parameters like channel length, network density, tube-to-substrate thermal
conductance and tube-to-substrate thermal conductivity ratio. Finally, we predict the
requirement and effect of the active cooling solutions, represented by the heat transfer
coefficient, h, to reduce the temperature and enhance the performance of device
4.1 Transport Model for a Pixel in an Electronic Display

In the present analysis, we consider one pixel of a standard laptop display. We
consider a single transistor in an XY decoder. A typical 15-inch display has 1024x768
pixels [41], which are arranged periodically in the plane of the LCD. Based on these
values, the size of a single pixel is approximately LPxLP= 300x300 μm2, which is chosen
as the size of our computational domain in the xy plane, Fig. 4.1a. A thickness t of 50 nm
is chosen in the depth (z) direction; the display is cooled from the top and bottom z faces.
In commercial displays with a-Si TFT matrix, each pixel is controlled by a small circuit
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of transistors, which turns it on and off to get the desired visualization. Nanotube
transistors with a high drive current and with better device stability would reduce the
number of transistors controlling each pixel. For simplicity, we consider one nanotube
transistor per pixel. The TFT is assumed located at the center of the computational
domain, as shown in Fig. 4.1a and Fig. 4.1b, and is typically of size 300x300 μm2. The
TFT consists of a percolating random network of nanotubes or nanowires of length Lt and
diameter d randomly dispersed in the mid-plane of the plastic or glass matrix. Thus the
nanotube network is essentially 2D, while the matrix containing it is 3D. Fig. 4.1a shows
a cross-section of the computational grid with a transistor in the middle. A 1D grid along
the CNTs and a 3D grid in the substrate are shown in Fig. 4.1c.
The lateral boundaries x =0, x= LP, y =0, y = LP are assumed insulated
(adiabatic), modeling a periodic arrangement of pixels in the display. On z =0 and z = t, a
convective boundary condition is applied. The boundary condition can be expressed as
− k S dT / dz = h(T − Tinf ) , where Tinf =300 oK is the ambient temperature and h is the heat

transfer coefficient between air and the lateral surface of the transistor. In this
arrangement, the top and bottom boundaries are expected to be major pathways for heat
removal since pixels are arranged periodically in the plane of the LCD and cannot
remove heat laterally in conventional designs. In commercial displays, a glass substrate,
the liquid crystal, polarizers, lenses, the front plate and the outer sealing also provide
resistance to heat removal from the top and bottom surfaces. Due to their small thickness
(~1mm) their effective thermal resistance is much smaller than the resistance between
outer display surface and the ambient air. In the present model, the resistance of these
structures is added to the air-resistance to compute an effective heat transfer coefficient,
h. All tube tips terminating inside the source, drain or substrate are assumed insulated.
We use the electro-thermal transport model presented in Chapter 2 for analyzing
the transport in the pixel geometry described above. We perform iterative electro-thermal
simulation for every ensemble and every biasing condition. First, we generate the
network of nanotubes and obtain the electric field and current distribution in the network
using a Drift-Diffusion and Poisson’s equations based transport model presented in [91]
for high-bias regime. We compute the power generation or joule heating term (P=J.E) in
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each segment of all tubes inside the network using the information of electric field and
current in these segments. Using this joule heating term we perform the thermal
simulation based on the thermal transport model in Chapter 2 (Eq. (2.21)) and the thermal
boundary conditions described above. From the thermal solutions we obtain the
temperature distribution in the tube network. We check for the convergence of the results
by comparing the present temperature distribution with the temperature distribution from
the last iteration. If the convergence is not achieved, we update the electron mobility with
a temperature and electric field dependent mobility model, Eq. (2.24). The device and
thermal simulations are performed in an iterative loop at each bias voltage until
convergence is achieved (see the loop in Fig. 4.2). Convergence is assumed to be
achieved when the norm of the temperature difference between two successive iterations
is less than a fixed threshold value, Fig. 4.2.
4.2 Range of Electrical-Thermal Parameters

Nanotube and nanowire composites may span a wide range of values of electrical
and thermal contact resistances and conductivities. For the present study good tube-totube electrical and thermal contact conductance is assumed; high values for the electrical
and thermal contact parameters is considered, i.e. cij =10.0 and BiC =10.0. The other
important thermal parameters in the present study are kS/kt, BiC and BiS. The thermal
conductivity of free-standing multiwall CNTs has been measured at 3000-6000 W/mK
[96], though the corresponding values when embedded in a composite are expected to be
far smaller due to interface scattering. The thermal conductivity of the substrate is
generally low, ranging from 0.1-1.0 W/mK, leading to a wide range in kS/kt. For the
purposes of this research, we have considered values in the 10-1 to10-3 range. The contact
parameters BiS for tube-substrate contact and BiC for tube-tube contact are difficult to
determine, and there are few guidelines in the literature to choose them. Recent
experimental studies conducted in [80] suggest that heat transport in nanotube composites
may be limited by exceptionally small interfacial thermal conductance values. The value
of the interfacial resistance between the carbon nanotube and the substrate was reported
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to be 8.3x10-8 m2 K/W in [80] for carbon nanotubes in hydrocarbon (do-decyl sulphate).
The non-dimensional contact parameter BiS evaluated using this contact conductance is
O(10-5) assuming the thermal conductivity of a single SWCNT to be 1000 W/mK. The
corresponding value for nanotube-polymer or nanotube-glass interfaces is not known at
present. Consequently, values of BiS in the range 10-2-10-7 were considered in this study.
In conventional display designs, the major heat removal is from the top and bottom
surfaces of the display. For natural convection in air, the heat transfer coefficient is of
order 10 W/m2K, while for forced convection in the absence of extended surfaces heat
transfer coefficient can be about 10 times higher. To analyze the effect of these different
convective boundary conditions, the peak temperature rise in tube and substrate is studied
for h varying in the range of 10-100 W/m2K.
4.3 Effect of Coupled Electro-Thermal Transport

We analyze the effect of the self-consistent electro-thermal coupling by
comparing the device performance and peak temperature rise obtained from a coupled
model against an uncoupled model. Here uncoupled model corresponds to the case when
only one iteration is performed in the loop shown in Fig 4.2, i.e., device simulation is
done just once and temperature is calculated once using the computed joule heating term
in the heat transport equation. The device parameters are LC=4μm, H=2μm, ρ=10.0μm-2,
BiS=10-5, kt / kS =1000, and h=10 W/m2K. We observe that the calculated on-current Ion
(VD=1 V; VG =1.2 V) of the device of channel length LC=2μm is 12 % less using coupled
model in comparison to the uncoupled model, Fig. 4.3a. This is definitely due to the
reduction in the electron mobility as a consequence of the increased device temperature.
For lower channel length device (LC=1μm) this difference increases to 30%, Fig 4.3a.
With low channel length devices high Ion is expected, but power dissipation and
temperature rise will be also higher than the large channel length device and
consequently higher reduction in mobility is expected; this is reflected in more reduced
Ion. 110 oK (LC=1μm) and 6 oK (LC=2μm) decrease in peak temperature at on-state (VD=1
V; VG=1.2 V) for coupled model in comparison to uncoupled model is observed.
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The power distribution and the corresponding temperature dissipation in the tube
network is shown in Fig. 4.4a and 4.4b for the case of LC=4μm, Lt=1μm, d=1nm,
H=2μm, ρ=10.0μm-2, VD=1V and VG=1.2 V. The thermal parameters are BiS =10-5, kt / kS
=1000, and h=10 W/m2K. The power distribution plot shows that the power distribution
in some tube segments is higher than in others depending on the orientation and
intersection statistics, Fig. 4.4a. Consequently, a non-uniform spatial temperature
distribution in this typical tube network is observed with a temperature variation of 12
o

K, Fig. 4.4b. High power dissipation and high temperature are observed in CNT

segments close to the drain side (hot spot) due to the high electric field, Fig. 4.4a and Fig.
4.4b. Temperature contour plots in the substrate in the plane of the CNT network show
that at a distance of 50 μm from the transistor, the temperature rise is negligible, Fig.
4.4c. An excessive temperature rise (> 500 oK) for short-channel devices (LC=1μm)
suggest that one should be careful about the selection of network density to prevent
device burnout, Fig. 4.4d. The present analysis on power and temperature distribution
will help in detecting CNT links most prone to burnout.
4.4 Effect of Thermal Resistance and Conductivities

Tube to substrate thermal resistance and conductivities (BiS, kt / kS) emerge as
influential parameters in determining the device performance, Fig. 4.5. The on-current of
the device (Ion), peak tube temperature (Tt) and peak substrate temperature (TS) is plotted
against BiS, for different kt / kS in Fig. 4.5. The other parameters are kept constant at
LC=4μm, H=2μm, ρ=10.0μm-2, h=10W/m2K, and Tinf=300 oK. The results are obtained
by taking average over 100 different random ensembles. Good thermal and electrical
contact between tubes is assumed for all simulations. Ion increases with increasing BiS and
increasing kt / kS., Fig. 4.5a. For low Bis, which corresponds to high resistance between
tubes and substrate, the temperature rise inside tube is high and this reduces the Ion of the
device, Fig. 4.5b. Peak tube temperature (Tt) decreases with increasing BiS and increasing
kt / kS, Fig. 4.5b. The opposite trend of Ion and Tt with respect to both BiS and kt / kS can be
clearly observed in Fig. 4.5a and Fig. 4.5b, which is consistent with our temperature
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dependent mobility model. Increasing BiS, or kt helps in better heat removal from the
device, which is reflected in the reduced Tt but enhanced Ion. Peak substrate temperature
(TS) increases with increasing BiS and increasing kt / kS, Fig. 4.5c. The change in TS is
dependent on power dissipation, so it has similar trend as Ion. For high BiS values (> 10-2),
BiS is not a bottleneck as curves of Ion, Tt, TS become flat. The tube and substrate achieve
thermal equilibrium for BiS > 10-2, which is reflected in Tt,and TS becoming the same,
Fig. 4.5.
4.5 Effect of Channel Length and Density

Channel length and network density are two dominant parameters to determine
the performance of the device and it is very important to analyze their effect on the
device performance using coupled electro-thermal transport model for proper
understanding of the device operation. We first present the effect of channel length LC on
Ion (VD=1V and VG=1.2V), Tt,and TS for H=2μm, ρ=10.0μm-2, BiS=10-5, kt / kS=1000, and
h=10W/m2K, Fig. 4.6a and Fig. 4.6b. A rapid decrease in Ion with increasing LC is
observed for lower LC (LC<5μm) but rate of decrease in Ion drops for LC >5μm, Fig. 4.6a.
The corresponding peak temperature in tube and substrate Tt and TS are shown in Fig.
4.6b. At low LC, device current and hence power dissipation become very high, which is
reflected in a very high temperature rise in both tube and substrate. For LC>6μm, Tt,and
TS are virtually the same, so that the tube and substrate are in thermal equilibrium, Fig.
4.6b.
The effect of density on the device performance is presented in Fig. 4.7 for
density varying in the range of ρ ~ 6.0-12.0μm-2. The other parameters are kept constant
at LC=4μm, H=2μm, BiS=10-5, kt/ kS=1000, and h=10W/m2K. An approximately linear
increase in Ion (VD=1V and VG=1.2V) with ρ is observed for this range of network
densities, Fig. 6.7a. Tt,and TS dependence on ρ is shown in Fig. 4.7b. While selecting a
network density and channel length for a device one should must care that the device
temperature has not exceeded the acceptable limit as both Ion and Tt, are very sensitive
with respect to the device density and the channel length.
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4.6 Technological Impact

The actual numbers for BiS and kt (when CNTs are embedded in substrate) are not
known through experiments. However, using the experimental values reported in [80],
BiS ~ 10-5 for CNTs in hydrocarbon. For this value of BiS,and kt / kS <500, the peak
temperature of device is greater than 500 oK, which is high enough for burnout in open
air and suggests active cooling may required, Fig.

4.5. We consider both natural

convection and forced convection cooling on top and bottom surfaces of the pixel by
varying the heat transfer coefficient, h, in the range of 10-100 W/m2K. The other
parameters are LC=4μm, H=2μm, ρ=10.0μm-2 and kt / kS =1000.
We observe that Ion (VD=1V and VG=1.2V), is independent of h within the limits
of statistical error, Fig. 4.8. Tt and TS decreases for h<70 W/m2K, but remain independent
of h for high h, Fig. 4.8. In this high-h regime the primary bottleneck to transport is the
spreading resistance (RSP) between the transistor and the cooling surface at the top and
bottom as compared to tube-to-air thermal resistance. The spreading resistance RSP scales
approximately as ~1/(4kSLC) [97] and tube-to-air thermal resistance can be calculated by
1/hA, where A is the area of the lateral cooling surface. The decrease in Tt and TS with
increasing h is small (~4-5 oK) due to the dominance of spreading resistance. If extended
surfaces with forced air cooling were used to increase the value of surface to air heat
transfer (high h), it is likely that the transistor would still remain at a similar temperature.
One may have to consider a more uniform distribution of transistors in a pixel to reduce
the RSP effect or to employ distributed micro-channels flowing liquid embedded in the
display/substrate to cool the devices. The LCDs or other flexible electronics used now
days do not require cooling under normal operating conditions. Maintaining low cost
with flexibility may restrict the use of active cooling in these devices and self-heating
may become bottleneck for the viability of CNT-TFT based macro-electronic technology.
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4.7 Closure

In this chapter, a self-consistent electro-thermal model is presented to analyze the
transport in a CNT network transistor for display applications. We find thermal
dissipation has significant impact on the performance of devices as electron mobility can
be significantly reduced. A non-uniform power and temperature distribution inside the
tube network is found for high bias operation of these devices; this analysis will help in
detecting CNT links most prone to burnout in case of thermal failure and could also help
in optimizing the metallic filtering process in these devices. We also demonstrated the
importance of thermal resistance and conductivities in determining the device
performance of these devices. This analysis can be easily extended to the performance
analysis of future CNT devices with different network distributions and orientation, etc.
In the next chapter, we summarize the important findings of this thesis and present
possible future extensions of the present work.
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Figure 4.1: (a) A typical pixel of the electronic display showing the substrate, TFT (red)
and boundary surfaces. A typical 15-inch display has 1024x768 pixels, which are
arranged periodically in the plane of the LCD. Based on these values, the size of a single
pixel is approximately LPxLP= 300x300 μm2, which is chosen as the size of our
computational domain in the (xy) plane. A thickness t of 50 nm is chosen in the depth (z)
direction. The lateral boundaries x =0, x= LP, y =0, y = LP are assumed insulated
(adiabatic), modeling a periodic arrangement of pixels in the display. On z =0 and z=t, a
convective boundary condition is applied; ambient temperature, Tinf=300 oK). In this
arrangement, the top and bottom boundaries are expected to be major pathways for heat
removal. (b) A cross-section of the computational grid showing transistor in the middle.
(c) Schematic of the channel region of the transistor. A 1D grid along the CNTs and a 3D
grid in the substrate are shown. (d) A schematic of the TFT made of CNTs; source, drain,
gate and channel region are shown. LC is channel length and H is width.
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Figure 4.2: Flow chart for coupled electro-thermal modeling. Convergence is achieved
when the norm of temperature difference between two successive iterations is less than a
fixed threshold value.
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Figure 4.3: Effect of self-consistent electro-thermal coupling. (a) 30% (LC=1μm) and
12 % (LC=2μm) decrease in Ion (VD=1 V; VG =1 .2 V) for the coupled model in
comparison to the uncoupled model is observed. (b) 110 oK (LC=1μm) and 6 oK
(LC=2μm) decrease in peak temperature at on-state (VD=1 V; VG=1.2 V) for coupled
model in comparison to uncoupled model is observed. Here uncoupled model
corresponds to results obtained in a single iteration. LC=4μm, H=2μm, ρ=10.0μm-2,
BiS=10-5, kt / kS =1000, and h=10 W/m2K.
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Figure 4.4: Power distribution in a tube network computed by the coupled solver.
LC=4μm, Lt=1μm, d=1nm, H=2μm, ρ=10.0μm-2, VD=1V and VG=1.2 V. CNT-segments
close to the drain side have high power dissipation in comparison to the source side. (b)
Temperature distribution in the CNT-network corresponding to Fig. 4a. A Non-uniform
spatial temperature distribution is observed with a variation of 12 oK. High temperatures
in CNT-segments close to the drain side. (c) Temperature contour plot in the substrate in
the plane of the nanotube network. (d) Very high temperature rise in short-channel device
(LC=1μm, H=2μm, ρ=5.0μm-2) shows that tube may burn for the similar operating
conditions. BiS =10-5, kt / kS =1000, and h=10 W/m2K.
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Figure 4.5: Effect of tube-substrate thermal conductance (BiS =hSpd2/ kt A) and tube-tosubstrate thermal conductivity ratio (kt/kS). Here, hS: heat transfer coefficient, p: contactperimeter, A: tube cross-section area and kt, kS: tube, substrate thermal conductivity,
respectively. (a) Ion (VD=1V and VG=1.2V) increases with increasing BiS and increasing kt
/ kS. (b) Peak tube temperature (Tt) decreases with increasing BiS and increasing kt / kS. (c)
Peak substrate temperature (TS) increases with increasing BiS and increasing kt/kS. The
change in TS follows a trend similar to the change in Ion with BiS and kt / kS. For BiS > 102
, tube-substrate thermal conductance is not a bottleneck (curves become flat for Ion, Tt,
TS); Tt,and TS are virtually the same, so that the tube and substrate are in thermal
equilibrium. LC=4μm, H=2μm, ρ=10.0μm-2, h=10W/m2K, and Tinf=300 oK.
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Figure 4.6: Effect of channel length (LC). (a) Rapid decrease in Ion (VD=1V and
VG=1.2V) with increasing LC is observed. (b) At low LC device current and power
dissipation become very high, which is reflected in a very high temperature rise. For
LC>6μm, Tt,and TS are virtually the same, so that the tube and substrate are in thermal
equilibrium. H=2μm, ρ=10.0μm-2, BiS=10-5, kt / kS=1000, and h=10W/m2K.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this Chapter, we will describe the important findings of the present work and draw the
conclusions from our analysis. The possible extensions of the present will be presented
next.
5.1 Conclusions

An electro-thermal transport model based on Drift-Diffusion and Fourier
Conduction Equations is developed to explore the performance of nanotube network
based devices for macro-electronics applications. The physics based model incorporate
the effect of tube-to-tube and tube-to-substrate electrical and thermal contact conductance
in addition to the conductivities of constituent materials, relevant device dimension and
statistical distribution of tubes in the network. The developed model can predict
performance of the devices considering the heterogeneous percolating network of
metallic and semiconducting tubes and can also analyze how heat dissipation affects the
electrical characteristics and operation of a device.
The numerical model is used to analyze the electrical transport for CNT-doped
organic thin film transistors. The model can interpret the experimental transfer
characteristics of OTFTs which validate the robustness of model in predicting and
investigating performance of CNT based devices. We establish a power-law relationship
between the effective channel length and network density for these transistors. We also
illustrate the importance of an active subpercolating network of semiconducting-CNTs in
an organic host, which helps in understanding the shifting of transfer characteristic at the
onset of network percolation in these devices; these aspects are not comprehensible from
the experimental analysis. We analyze the fluctuation in the device performance for
different doping densities and also do projections to obtain the upper limit of transistor-
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count for an IC based on this technology as a function of density, on-current and circuitfailure probability. This analysis will help interpret and guide the future experiments on
CNT TFTs and their possible use as circuit elements for large-area macroelectronics
applications.
Finally, a self-consistent electro-thermal model has been developed to predict the
temperature rise in a nanotube network TFT in the non-linear regime of transistor
operation. A significant reduction in the device performance is observed due to the
reduction of the electron mobility of the device. It is observed that tube-to-substrate
thermal resistance and tube-to-substrate conductivity ratio have a dominant role in
determining the temperature rise and hence also in determining the on-current of these
transistors for a given channel length and the given network distribution. The model can
predict the non-uniform power and temperature distribution inside the tube network,
which can be further used for the detection of the CNT links most prone to burnout in
case of thermal failure. Analysis of modes of cooling from the top and bottom lateral
surface of device reveals that the spreading resistance would become primary bottleneck
to thermal transport. If extended surfaces were used and higher values of heat transfer
coefficient were admitted, it is likely that the transistor would still remain at a similar
temperature.
5.2 Future Work

We now summarize possible extensions of the present work.
5.2.1 Improvement for organic transistors

The emphasis of the present work has been to analyze the transport in a single
transistor made from a thin film of nanotube network. To expedite the development of
technology based on these transistors it is very important to analyze and optimize the
performance of these transistors in real circuit applications. The transistors are made from
heterogeneous network of semiconducting and metallic tubes; formation of metallic
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pathways from source to drain restricts the use of high density of CNT dispersions in
these transistors [42]. There is need to use novel techniques to reduce the number of
metallic paths inside the channel region of transistor; our numerical simulations can be
utilized to analyze the networks of different distribution and anisotropy. We calibrated
our numerical results against the experimental measurements of transfer characteristics of
organic devices and obtain the values of tube-to-tube and tube-to-substrate electrical
conductance which gives the best interpretation of the experimental observation [42].
However these values should be obtained by either experimental methods or first
principle based atomistic level simulations to engineer these properties for enhanced
performance.
5.2.2 Applications of electro-thermal model

In the present work, we have developed coupled electro-thermal transport model
to investigate the effect of heat dissipation on the performance of devices using a
temperature and electric field dependent mobility model. The model needs to be
calibrated against experimental measurements to predict the accurate trend for the
devices of interest. The direct measurement of the thermal resistance between tubes and
substrate is very difficult; the present model can be modified to perform reverse
calculation to estimate the values of the interfacial resistance from tube-to-substrate by
comparing the numerical results against the experimental measurements.
One of the important hurdles to use the CNT based TFTs for macroelectronics
applications is the shortage of easy and inexpensive methods to remove the metallic tubes
from the network of CNTs [2,65]. High voltage pulses are applied across the channel of
these transistors in off-state to burn the metallic tubes [65]. However, this method also
burns many semiconducting tubes around the metallic tubes; the on-off ratio of transistor
improves but at the expense of the reduced on-current. Our electro thermal method can be
used to analyze the mechanism of burning these tubes by high pulses and an optimized
burning pulse with appropriate voltage and duration can be obtained, which can help in
commercial application of this tube- burning method. There is also need to develop
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compact electro-thermal models to extend the present analysis from the device level to
cell level and to further optimize the circuits using the heat dissipation effect as an
additional parameter for obtaining a better technological performance.
5.2.3 CNT Composites for different applications

The presented methodology can be used to predict the thermal, magnetic and
other macroscopic transport properties of CNT-matrix mixtures [42,43]. The present
model for 2D CNT-composites can be extended to predict transport in nano-composites
or nano-suspensions with dispersions of different shapes and sizes (e.g., disc-shaped,
coils, elliptical shape, etc.). One of the potential extensions of this model will be to
analyze the transport in organic cells based on the heterogeneous structures. The research
is motivated to increase the efficiency of organic solar cells by increasing the surface area
of charge collection from excitons before they get dissociated by using a mixture of
donors and acceptors materials [98]. One of these materials collects the electrons and the
other one collect the holes. Our model can be modified to analyze and optimize the
carrier transport through this mixture of two different materials, which make their own
percolating path. The other important application of the present model is in the analysis
of the photoelectrochemical cells which uses CNTs architecture as the conducting
scaffold. CNT-scafflold anchors the light harvesting particles and helps in capturing and
transporting the photogenerated electrons and hence boost the photoconversion efficiency
by a factor of two [99]. Our model can be extended to analyze the transport through these
light harvesting particles dispersed on the scaffold of CNTs and can help in
understanding different mechanisms not
measurements.

comprehensible through experimental
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